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THE MESSENGER

No. 42 - December 1985

FRANK MIDDELBURG 1936-1985
                                         The news of the depar-        Frank did it all alone. With a superb grasp of priorities, he                                      ture, on November 15,         designed a versatile and powerful software system with spe-                                      1985, of Frank Middel-        cial emphasis on spectral images. The results of Frank's                                      burg afflicted the world of   efforts were truly impressive. His Image Handling Programme                                      astronomy with a special      (IHAP) is still unrivalled for analysis of observations in stellar                                      feeling of sadness. Not       spectroscopy. At the same time as numerous other software                                      only was Frank an ex-         image-processing systems appeared and disappeared, Frank                                      tremely well-known ex-        steadily improved the potential of his IHAP. It was a sign of his                                      pert in the field of image    success that he received so many requests from institutes and                                      processing and a highly       individuals to solve also their often quite special problems. A                                      respected software sys-       proof of Frank's ability and capacity as weil as of his generosity                                      tem designer, but also a      was the fact that he did, indeed, solve virtually all of these                                      deeply appreciated friend     problems.                                      and colleague.                   Today, about 15 major institutes have implemented IHAP.                                         Born on October 8,         Many more institutes dream of having it available, dreams                                      1936, in Hong Kong as the     barred by hardware incompatibilities. Currently, the furtherson of an ambassador, Frank early became acquainted with an         distribution of IHAP facilities is accelerated through its incor-international environment. Newly married to Anita, he joined        poration into the ESO MIDAS system.ESO in 1967 as one of its first European staff members in Chile.       It is difficult to overestimate the importance of Frank'sThe experience he gained at La Silla, first in meteorology and      contributions to the European output of astronomical spec-then as an observer, was to become of great value in his            trographic data. A large proportion of leading scientists havesubsequent career.                                                  depended and still depend on the achievements of a single   When the first computers came to ESO-Chile, Frank                software designer, using IHAP to convert their observationsdeveloped into the primary local software expert. He rapidly        into physically meaningful data.learned to master not only the computer systems available,             Those of us who shared the privilege of closer friendship tiesbut also some of the techniques of image processing, at that        with Frank's family also share a common memory of thetime virtually unknown to most people. It was also as an            stimulating atmosphere typical of their home. We will alwaysimage-processing expert that he left Chile to work at the ESO       remember our discussions concerning literature, art, music,headquarters, first in Geneva, later in Garching.                   politics and other subjects dealt with in the special Middelburg   Since the beginning of the seventies, software techniques        way. Our deep sympathy goes to Anita, Saskia and Miriam,optimized for reduction and analysis of images of celestial         who gave our friend Frank such wonderful support through hisobjects have been of crucial importance to the explosive            difficult last years. Fully aware of how little we can do todevelopment of astrophysics. All over the world, groups of          console them in their deep loss, we can only assure them thatspecialists have devoted large amounts of time and effort to        the memory of Frank will be with us forever.improve these techniques.                                                                                              A.ARDEBERGAutomatie Analysis of InterferogramsB. PIRENNE, University of Namur, Belgium; O. PONZ and H. OEKKER, ESO
1. Introduction   Interferometric techniques have been used in optical testing                 The first step produces, from the original interferogram, afor a long time. The introduction of the laser made this method              binary image containing information about the positions ofthea routine procedure in the evaluation of the quality of optical              fringe maxima. The value of a pixel in the binary image is 1 if thecomponents. The interpretation of interferograms is in princi-               pixel corresponds to a relative maximum in the original inter-pie very simple. The fringes represent lines of equal phase                  ferogram, and is 0 otherwise.difference between two wavefronts, one of wh ich is often flat                  In the ideal case of a perfect interferogram, this step will beor spherical. The height difference between two adjacent                     enough to analyse the fringes, and automatic methods pro-fringes is usually one wavelength of the radiation used. From                posed so far stop at this stage, perhaps adding a more or lessthe shape and relative order number of the fringes, the map                  complicated scheme for the numbering of the fringes. How-representing the phase difference between the two wave-                      ever, in real interferograms, the binary image resulting fromfronts can be reconstructed. Using this phase map, one can                   this step contains disconnected fringe segments, with manythen proceed to calculate the more meaningful physical                       spurious positions that were considered as fringes by thequantities like refractive index variation, distance or stress.              algorithm. This is the reason why the available methods doThis modelling process is different for each application. At                       10- -IESO, interferometry is used in the testing of optical compo-                                                                                            I                   I                       I        Inents for instruments, and programs have been developed                             ISI-                                                             -that fit the phase map to a set of orthogonal quasi-Zernike                 w                                                                            xeigenfunctions, representing the well-known optical aberra-                 ;;::tions like spherical aberration or coma. A difficulty has always                                                                                                                     .-._----....- ..been to enter into the computer the positions and order                                                  ..-----                                                                                                                  -._------numbers of the fringes; up to now this was done manually.   This paper briefly describes a new method of fringe analysis                                               ._---                                                                                   10-                              ----                             -that reduces the manual interaction to aminimum, a more                                                                                                .. ---.-_.. _---::detailed explanation will be given in a forthcoming article.                                                                                                                                    ------,2. The Method                                                                                   -._----  The method consists of two main steps:                                                                                            -"--"--'-- Fringe detection                                                                                   5                                                                 -- Fringe identification and numbering                                                                                                              '--"'-.
                                                                                   Ol-                                                          b _                                                                                            I                  I                        I        I                                                                                            o                                           10                                                                                                                               PIxEL                                                                                   10-' 1
                                                                                    IS                                                                            -'                                                                            ""x                                                                            ;;::                                                                                                                        ~--.~
                                                                                   10

Fig. 1: Illustration ofthe method. The original interferogram is shown in
1.a. The detected positions of the fringe maxima are shown in 1.b. In              ofigure 1.c, these positions are connected by the fringe identificationalgorithm. In the present status of the program, only one link had to be                    o                  5                        10established manually.                                                                                                          PIXEL2require a substantial interaction to define the numbering ofthe              view, and the signal-to-noise ratio is not very good. The resultsfringes.                                                                     of the method are shown in figure 1. The image in 1.a is the   Our method includes a second step where we introduce the                  original interferogram; 1.b is a diagram of the positionsinformation about general properties of fringes (being lines of              detected in the first step of the method, it includes spuriousequal phase), namely: (1) fringes do not intersect, and (2)                  fringe positions and shows several fringe segments; finally,fringes do not end inside the field of view unless they are                  figure 1.c is the resulting interferogram, where the spuriouscircular. By introducing this information we have been able to               fringes are rejected and the true fringes do obey the rulesdefine an algorithm that "recognizes" the fringes, i. e. is able to          defined in the previous section.reject spurious positions and false fringes, and connects                       This approach can be used not only for analysis of inter-segments belonging to the same fringe. After this step the                   ferograms; similar principles are applicable to the reduction ofproblem of numbering the fringes is almost trivial and can be                multiple object spectra (EFOSC, OPTOPUS) and echelledone fully automatically.                                                    spectra (CASPEC).   Given the modularity of the implementation, it is possible to                The method has been implemented in MIOAS as a set ofuse optional steps to improve the results at any stage in the                commands that allow the automatic analysis of the interfero-analysis. The original image can be resampled in order to                    grams as weil as the representation of the intermediate results.reduce the image size and the computing time; different filters              This implementation opens a new field of applications, so thatcan be used to reduce the noise in the original interferogram;               MIOAS can be used not only for data reduction but also in thethinning algorithms will allow a better definition of the fringes in         testing and integration of new instruments.the binary image, previously to the second step.
3. Results                                                                   4. Acknowledgements    We are testing the method on a large sam pie of interfero-                  One of us (B. P.) would like to thank ESO for the supportgrams from which we selected one example in order to                         through a student position during the duration of this work. Weillustrate the algorithm; it is a complicated case because some              want to express our acknowledgement to F. Merkle andfringes are cut due to the presence of an object in the field of             F. Murtagh for helpful discussions and suggestions.
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                                                                                                                                                   3A Photometrie Study of the Bright Cloud B in Sagittarius: IV.17 New Diffuse ObjeetsA. TERZAN, Observatoire de Lyon, France
   In 1976, we started a photometrie study of the bright eloud B                                                                                                                                                                                                               23) whieh are situated in, or projeeted within, the errorin Sagittarius in the direetion of the galaetie centre (The                                                                                                                                                                                                                    boxes of X-ray sources 17065-273 and 17437-316; 1 pos-Messenger No. 10, September 1977).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             sible galaetie open cluster (No. 20) (Terzan et al., 1978a, b;   Sinee then, our work has been greatly enriehed by sys-                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Terzan and Bernard, 1978; Terzan and Ju, 1980).tematieally surveying a large number of U, B, V, R plates, taken                                                                                                                                                                                                               621 red variable stars (Terzan et al., 1982).by H. E. Schuster and his eollaborators with the 1 m Sehmidt                                                                                                                                                                                                                   42 proper-motion stars (Terzan et al., 1980).teleseope, and the photometrie measurement of several                                                                                                                                                                                                                         After reeently eompleting our blink survey of all U, B, V, Rhundred stars with the 1 m and 61 em Boehum teleseopes at                                                                                                                                                                                                                   plates taken for field No. 4 (Ioeated south-east of 45 Oph; seeLa Silla, Chile (Terzan and Bernard, 1981).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 The Messenger No. 10, September 1977), our list of peeuliar   We have deteeted so far:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 objeets has lengthened: 567 new red variables have been    24 diffuse objeets: 3 of wh ich are planetary nebulae                                                                                                                                                                                                                   diseovered and 175 stars with annual proper motion larger    (Nos. 14, 18, 21); 2 possible globular clusters (Nos. 5 and                                                                                                                                                                                                             than 0'~2 have been observed.
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4   A catalogue, with parameters: a; Ö (1950.0), I; b, ms, mR,                                                                                                                                                                           Thorough search in the literature and different cataloguesmmax, mmin, Aobs (observed amplitude for variable stars), f-l"; 0°                                                                                                                                                                    leads us to conclude that none ofthese 17 diffuse objects have(for proper-motion stars) and an atlas with identification charts                                                                                                                                                                     been described or catalogued, either as planetary nebulae- essential for the publication of these results - are under                                                                                                                                                                          (Acker, 1985) or known galaxies (Paturel, 1985) nor among vanpreparation.                                                                                                                                                                                                                          den Bergh's uniform survey of clusters in this area of the   Our current research is concentrated on field No. 1 (Iocated                                                                                                                                                                       southern Milky Way (van den Bergh and Hagen, 1975).north-east of 45 Oph) where, after having blinked the first two                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         However, it should be pointed out that Johnston et al.pairs of R plates, we have just discovered several hundred                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      (1981), during their search for an optical counterpart of theother red variables. Their confirmation, however, requires                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      extended X-ray source detected with the HEAO 1 Scanningfurther study of at least other couples of plates.                                                                                                                                                                                    Modulation Collimator near 4U1708-23 (I = 095; b = 994),   Also, during the analysis of these 2 first pairs of R plates and                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      found an anonymous z = 0.03 cluster of galaxies (CL 1709-1 pair of B plates, we found 17 new diffuse objects.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      233), Ophiuchus Cluster) wh ich falls outside the northern limit   Galactic and equatorial coordinates (1950.0) and their X; Y                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      of our field, subject of the present paper.(in mm) positions on the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey(POSS) of these 17 new diffuse objects are given in Table 1.                                                                                                                                                                            Within a 291 x 296 rectangle centered on their so-calledThe identification charts-B and R-are reproduced as figures                                                                                                                                                                           "dominant central galaxy" (17h09m25~6; -23°18'35", 1950.0)1-4. We unfortunately do not have a photometrie sequence                                                                                                                                                                              Johnston et al. have found 108 galaxies and they suggest thatfor faint objects (ms > 19 mag; mR >17.5 mag) within this field,                                                                                                                                                                      the steep-spectrum radio source MSH 17-023 is associatedtherefore we cannot estimate their ms and mR'                                                                                                                                                                                         with this cluster.
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        Object                                (1950.0)                                                        POSS
      (Terzan No.)                 a                          b                        Charts                 Xmm                      Ymm
           25                 17h03m08~ 5                -24°46' 44':6             -24°16h54 m                117.6                   139.4
           26                 17h04 m41 ~ 4              -24°59'47':4              -24°16h54 m                 99.0                   127.5           27                 17h04m52~ 6                -24°48'30':1              -24°16h54 m                 96.5                   137.6           28                 17h05m04~ 1                -25°15'03':0              -24°16h54 m                 94.5                   113.7           29                 17h05m15~ 4                -25°09'51 ':3             -24°16h54 m                 92.2                   118.2           30                 17h06m09~ 6                -24°55'21':1              -24° 16h54 m                81.0                   131.2           31                 17h08m20~ 2                -24°52' 10':5             -24° 16h54 m                54.2                   135.7           32                 17h09m27~ 2                -25°08'34'7               -24° 16h54 m                41.4                   118.8           33                 17h09m31 ~ 9               -25°03' 10':8             -24° 16h54 m                40.5                   123.4           34                 17h1Qm11 ~ 2               -24°58'58':0              -24° 16h54 m                32.3                   127.0           35                 17h1om57~ 6                -24°45'30':2              -24°16 h54 m                23.0                   138.8           36                 17h12m31 ~ 1               -24°55'40':7              -24° 17h20m                316.0                   126.3           37                 17h12m35~ 5                -25°15'55':9              -24° 17 h20m               315.0                   108.5           38                 17h13m03~ 9                -24°55'53':3              -24° 17h20m                309.5                   126.3           39                 17h13m13~ 9                -24°55'42':4              -24° 17h20 m               307.8                   126.5           40                 17h13m42~ 5                -24°55'55':9              -24° 17h20 m               302.0                   126.5           41                 17h17m17~ 9                -24°48'53':8              -24° 17h20 m               258.8                   134.0   It is highly probable that some of our 17 diffuse objects are                         buted on R platesgalaxies belonging to this cluster.                                          Terzan 34 - probably a globular cluster with a strong central con-   At any rate, none of the descriptions or hypotheses (globular                         centration on R platescluster, planetary nebula, galaxy, star surrounded by nebulos-               Terzan 35 - globular cluster or planetary nebula?ity) given under "Description of Objects" should be regarded                 Terzan 36 - nucleus of galaxy?as definite. They can only help toward future talks based on                 Terzan 37 - nebulosity                                                                             Terzan 38 - nucleus of galaxy or a star surrounded by an elongateddeeper studies (photometry, spectrophotometry) wh ich we                                                                                         nebulositypropose to undertake later on with a large telescope.                        Terzan 39 - galaxy?   Addenda: After writing the above paper (May 1985) we have                 Terzan 40 - planetary nebula?found other diffuse objects, quite close to this Ophiuchus                   Terzan 41 - nebulosity of an almost spherical formCluster. This fact leads us to believe that:                                 References   1. The total number of galaxies belonging to this cluster                                                                             Acker, A, 1985, Private Communication.must be clearly in excess of 108;                                                                             van den Sergh, S. and Hagen, L., 1975, Astronomical Journal, 80.   2. The entire cluster must actually extend far beyond a                   Johnston, M. 0., Sradt, H. V., Doxsey, R. E., Margon, S., MarshalI, F. E.2'? 1 x 2'? 6 field.                                                           and Schwartz, D. A., 1981, Astrophysical Journal, 245.                                                                             Paturel, G., Private Communication.Description of Objects                                                       Terzan, A, Sernard, A et Ju, K. H., 1978a, Comptes Rendus Acad.                                                                               Sciences, Paris, 287, serie S, 157.Terzan 25 - nebulosity, surrounding a center, weil defined on the            Terzan, A., Sernard, A. et Ju, K. H., 1978 b, Comptes Rendus Acad.            R plates                                                           Sciences, Paris, 287, serie, S, 235.Terzan 26 - planetary nebula?                                                Terzan, A. and Sernard, A., 1978, The Messenger, 15.Terzan 27 - nucleus of galaxy or a star surrounded by nebulosity             Terzan, A, and Ju, K. H., 1980, The Messenger, 20.Terzan 28 - nebulosity                                                       Terzan, A., Sernard, A, Fresneau, A et Ju, H. K., 1980, ComptesTerzan 29 - planetary nebula or a red star surrounded by nebulosity            Rendus Acad. Sciences, Paris, 290, serie S, 321.Terzan 30 - galaxy?                                                          Terzan, A. and Sernard, A., 1981 ,Astronomy and Astrophysics, Suppl.Terzan 31 - galaxy?                                                            Series, 46.Terzan 32 - probablya spiral galaxy judging from S plates                    Terzan, A, Sijaoui, A, Ju, H. K. and Ounnas, Ch., 1982, AstronomyTerzan 33 - center of a globular cluster? nebulosity is evenly distri-         and Astrophysics, Suppl. Series, 49.

A Catalogue of Dwarf Galaxies South of Ö = -17?5
J. v. FEITZINGER and TH. GALINSKI, Astronomisches Institut, Ruhr-Universität Bochum   The first systematic search for dwarf galaxies was under-                   As a basis for the present survey served the "ESO/Uppsalataken by van den Bergh (1959) and resulted in a catalogue                    Catalogue" (Lauberts 1982), fram which we chose as possiblewhich contained 222 objects north of b = -23° (in 1966 the list              "dwarf candidates":was expanded to 243 dwarfs north of -33°). Nilson (1973)                                                                             - all spiral galaxies wh ich were classified as Sc and later or asnoted in his "Uppsala General Catalogue of Galaxies" 687                         S ... ,dwarf systems north of -2'? 5. Both catalogues were produced                                                                             -   all   elliptical galaxies,with the aid of the "Palomar Observatory Sky Survey". The                                                                             -   all   irregular galaxies,publication of two photographic surveys of the southern                                                                             -   all   dwarf galaxies,hemisphere (ö < -17'? 5), namely the ESO(B) and the SRC(J)                   -   all   peculiar objects,Atlas, available in Bochum as plate and film copy respectively,permitted a systematic search for dwarf galaxies in that region.             as far as their major axis had a minimum of 1'.6  It was necessary to reexamine the Lauberts sam pie,                       examination led to a catalogue containig 584 systems, fromrestricted by the dwarf galaxy criteria, since the coarse                   wh ich 20 did not appear in the ESO/Uppsala Catalogue. TheLauberts classification based on ESO(B) plates does not                     catalogue is published in Astronomy & Astrophysics Supple-record adequately the dwarf galaxy population. But the                      ment Series, 61, 503, 1985.Lauberts catalogue is still weil suited for the purpose of object              Figure 1 presents the distribution of the 584 dwarf galaxiesidentification. It is homogeneous and almost complete with                  in Aitoff projection. The belt of the Milky Way is clearly seen,respect to objects larger than 1.'0.                                        the SMC and LMC are also marked and four pronounced  We started with a total of 7,002 systems. A final threefold               empty regions .
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Figure 1: Distribution of the dwarf ga/axies on the sphere in an Aitoff projection. The Mi/ky Way and the Magellanic C/ouds as weil as four otherpronounced empty regions are indicated. The regions (1, 2, 3) coincide with the Magellanic stream, region 4 coincides with a dark c/oud comp/ex(No. 445, 446, 447, 450, 453 in the cata/ogue of Feitzinger and Stüwe, 1984).

THE EXTRINSIC ABSORPTION SYSTEM IN THE                                         aso     PKS 2128-12:

A Galaxy Halo with a Radius of 65 kpc
J. BERGERON, Institut d'Astrophysique, Paris1. The Different Types of Extrinsic Absorption                              be associated with galaxies, but then all spiral galaxies must   Systems                                                                  have gaseous halos about four times larger than the luminous                                                                            parts of the galaxies. This population has been detected within   A large number of absorption lines are detected in the                   a large redshift range from about 0.2 to 3.7. The high redshift spectra of asos. Most of them are identified with lines from               absorption systems, detected mainly by their C IV absorption, ions of abundant elements at a redshift Zu smaller than the                have some properties wh ich differ from those of the loweraso emission redshift Zo and their velocity dispersion is smalI,            redshift (z :::;: 1) absorbers, detected up to now by their Mg I1 ortypically 5 :::;: 0l' :::;: 50 km S-l. These absorption systems at Zu       Fe 11 absorptions (a survey of their C IV absorption would < Zo are now commonly believed to be of intervening origin,                require a large space-based UV telescope). They are muchbut their exact nature remains still an open question. Indeed,              more numerous than the low z systems, even after removingthese systems are only known by their absorptions. Most of                  the effect due to the expansion of the universe, and they have athem are too faint to be accessible to direct observations with             higher degree of ionization. In the assumption of absorption bypresent-day techniques, except, may be, those at small                      intervening galaxies, this may suggest that either the degree ofredshift.                                                                   ionization of gaseous halos increases outwards, or that these   Before describing our attempt to detect directly one of the              halos were larger and more ionized in the past.low z absorption systems, let us quickly present the two main                  The second population of absorption systems has primor-classes of extrinsic absorbers, that is those at Zu < zo. First             dial or very metal-poor gas, with only lines of the H Lymanthere are metal-rich systems in which hydrogen and the most                 series present. These absorbers, called the Lya forest, areabundant heavy elements are present. These absorbers could                  known only at z ~ 1.7 and their study at smaller z will be done
                                                                                                                                               7when a large space-based UV telescope will be available. At Z                                                                                             ..  2                                                                                                                                ....   -= 2.5, the number density of these systems is one hundred                                                     .                                                                                                              4 .
                                                                                                                                    •times larger than for the metal-rich population. This raises the                                         ,crucial problem, not yet solved, of the nature of the Lya forestsystems: do they constitute a primordial population indepen-dent of the galaxies? How do they evolve? Has any of thesesystems survived to the present epoch?                                                                      -                                                                                           . 3                                                                                                                                                              !"                                                                                                                                                    •    62. Detection of a Galaxy Identified with the                                                         ,.   1                                                                                                                  0                                                                                                                                                        >

   Absorption System in PKS 2128-12

      Since no extrinsic system at 0.1 < Zu < Zo has yet been                                                          •        •
  identified, we have concentrated our efforts on the most  promising cases: the metal-rich absorbers at low redshift. If                                                                                                                  ..                                     ••                                                                                                                                           ....10 these systems are associated with extended disks or halos  araund spiral galaxies, it should be possible to detect these                     .8                            • 9                                                                                                                           ••                   •  galaxies by braad band imaging. Indeed a typical spiral galaxy  at z:5 0.5 should have a magnitude m M :5 22.5 (Weymann et                   :.                    f  al. 1978, Guiderdoni and Rocca-Volmerange, 1985) within the  range of detectability with present-day techniques. The Holm-  berg diameter (magnitude limit of 25 per arcsec 2) of a typical    Fig. 1:                                                                                            •                           •                                                                               eeo imaging with EFOSe at the 3.6 m of the field around the                                                                                                                                                             • spiral galaxy is 44 kpc (average over the luminosity function       aso PKS 2128-12.     This is a 2.9 arcmin square field centered on the and using Ho = 50 km S-l M pc- 1) or about 6 arcsec at Z = 0.5      aSo.   Northeast is at the top left corner. The seeing is of FWHM = (independent of Ho)' This implies that in good seeing condi-        1.6 arcsec. tions, faint distant galaxies at Z :5 0.5 are resolved and therefore can be distinguished from faint foreground Galactic stars. Finally, although the galaxies possibly associated to the    FWHM = 14 A in the wavelength range Al3700-7000. At the absorbers are faint and close on the sky to a bright point          blue edge of this region, 1..:5 3950 A, the sensitivity of the source, the aso, they are not so close as to be undetectable.       RCA CCO used was too low to detect any signal from a faint The average size of the absorbers derived from Mg II statistical    target as object =1= 1. After each exposure on the object we studies (Young et al. 1982) corresponds to an angular radius of     recorded a flat field image and Helium and Argon spectra. The 6 arcsec at z = 0.5, distance from the aso large enough to          slit was oriented in the east-west direction and the spectrum of detect a 22-magnitude object close on the sky to a 16               object =1= 1 was integrated over 5 pixels or 3.4 arcsec along the magnitude point source even with moderately good seeing.            sli1. The resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 2 after sky     We started a CCO broad-band imaging survey of asos with         subtraction and wavelength calibration. The signal to noise low redshift absorption systems and found in 8 cases faint          ratio reaches 10 to 12 in the central parts of the spectrum. extended objects, less than 15 arcsec away from the aso line            Two emission lines (one just at the red end of the spectrum) of sight.                                                           are clearly visible as weil as two close-by absorption lines. The     A narrow absorption Mg 11 doublet at z = 0.4299 is present in   continuum and the emission line at I.. 5331.7 are resolved the spectrum of the aso PKS 2128-12. The aso emission               along the slit when compared to the spectrum of a standard redshift is 0.501 and the absorber should belong to the class of    star. The redshift derived from all the detected lines is z = 0.430 extrinsic systems. The field around PKS 21218-12 was first          ± 0.001, value equal to the redshift of the absorption system. observed during our CCO broad-band imaging survey in                The Iines present are identified with [Oll] 1..3727 and Hß in September 1982, at the 1.5 m Oanish Telescope on La Silla.          emission and Ca 11 Hand K in absorption. We discovered a faint object 8.6 arcsec northeast fram the aso, which was resolved in the images of best seeing                3. Nature ofthe Mg 11 Absorption System Detected (resolution: FWHM = 1.3 arcsec) and has a magnitude in the                                                                        in PKS2128-12 Gunn r band of 21.0.    A spectrascopy follow-up of this faint object, potential            The z = 0.4299 absorption system in PKS 2128-12 appearscandidate for the absorber, became possible with the availa-         to be associated with a gas-rich galaxy with center 8.6 arcsecbility of the ESO faint object spectrograph and camera               or 64 kpc away from the aso line of sigh1. Within the uncer-(EFOSC). In September 1985, we observed at the 3.6 m                 tainty of our measurements, t:,. v = 210 km S-1, the galaxy andtelescope on La Silla the field araund PKS 2128-12 in the            the absorber have the same redshif1. The galaxy is elongatedimaging mode of EFOSC thraugh a V filter. The exposure time          in the east-northeast, west-southwest direction and the line ofwas 3 minutes and the image was corrected fram the CCO               sight of the aso intercepts the plane of the galaxy at a radiusoffset and flatfielded. The 2.9 arcmin square central parts are      of 80 to 110 kpc, or 4 to 5 Holmberg radii. The projected radiusshown in Fig. 1, and 10 resolved objects are presen1. The            of the visible part of the galaxy (V or Gunn r images) is only ofobject 8.6 arcsec northeast of the aso (Iabelled =1= 1 in Fig. 1)    about 15 kpc in the direction towards the aso line of sigh1.has a magnitude mv = 21.5. The next closest (=1= 3) is much             Are there other properties of the absorption system wh ichfurther away at a distance of 38 arcsec from the aso fine of         may help to specify the nature of the absorber: disk or halo?sigh1. The spatial distribution of the resolved objects is fairly    The H I column density of the absorber can be derived from UVhomogeneous, with no special clustering around the line of           observations of PKS 2128-12 with IUE (Bergeron and Kunth,sight to the aso.                                                    1983). From the existence of a Lyman discontinuity at z = Zu>     In the spectroscopy mode of EFOSC we took two spectra of        and using a damping limit for Lya absorption we find 4 10 17 object =1= 1, each of one hour exposure. A blue grism praviding     < N (H I) :5 8 1018 cm- 2 . The absorber is optically thick to UVa dispersion of 230 Aper mm was used and the slit width was          ionizing photons but is not a cloud of neutral gas since Mg isof 1.5 arcsec. This combination gives a spectral resolution of       not mainly in the atomic form N (Mg I)/N (Mg 11) = 10-3 (Tytler et
8      ~                                                                          al., 1985). The velocity dispersion of the Mg I and Mg Illines is                                   ::::   >-
                                   8      ""                                          U1                                     smalI, b - 8 km s-', and the H II column density derived in the                                    I                                            assumption of normal abundances is 7 1019 cm- 2 if Mg is      ~                                                                          mainly singly ionized. The C IV doublet is not detected in                                                                                 the UV spectrum with w (CIV1549)/w (MgI12800):5 1.3, and                                                                                 the degree of ionization of the absorber appears similar to, or                                                                                 possibly lower than, those observed in high latitude gas in our                                                                                 Galaxy.U1                                                                                    From the above properties we conclude that the absorbingf-Z                                                                                cloud on the line of sight to PKS 2128-12 is more likely;:)0'"u.,                                                                              associated to a very extended disk than to a halo around a                                                                                 spiral galaxy of absolute luminosity Mv = -20.8.
                                                                                 References                                                                                         Bergeron, J., Kunth, 0.: 1983, Monthly Notices Roy. Astron. Soc. 205,                                                                                           1053.   ~0llll!=--~--:-:<SIlll!::::-~-saoo="=-~-:SSlll'l=--~--=_±=-~--=OSIlll=-~----'7llllll~                                                                                         Guiderdoni,  B., Rocca-Volmerange, B.: 1985, Erice workshop, Spec-                                  WIIVELENGTH (11)                                         tral evolution 01 galaxies, in press and pre-publication N° 11 0,                                                                                           Institut d'Astrophysique, Paris.Fig. 2: Spectrum of galaxy # 1 (mv = 21.5) 8.6 arcsec northeast ofthe                    Tytler, 0., Boksenberg, A., Sargent, W. L. W., Young, P., Kunth, 0.:OSO obtained with EFOSC. It is the sum of two spectra, each of one                         1985, preprint.hour exposure. The spectral resolution is FWHM = 14 A. The redshift                      Weymann, R. J., Boroson, T.A., Peterson, B. N., Butcher, H. R.: 1978,derived from the emission and absorption lines is 0.430; it is equal to                    Astrophys. J. 226, 603.the redshift derived from the Mg" doublet detected in absorption in                      Young, P., Sargent, W. L. W., Boksenberg, A.: 1982, Astrophys. J.the spectrum of the OSO.                                                                   Suppl. 48, 455.

Comet Halley's Plasma Tail Photographed from Germany
with a Focal Reducer to be Used at ESO's 1 m TelescopeK. JOCKERS, Max-Planck-Institut für Aeronomie, Katlenburg-Lindau, FRG, andE. H. GEYER, Observatorium Hoher List, Oaun, FRG   A picture of the plasma tail of Comet Halley was obtained at                 pared to German November days we hope to obtain very goodthe 1 m telescope of Hoher List Observatory on November 12,                     observations in March and April 1986.21 UT. A focal reducer, combining instrumentation built atHoher List Observatory and the Max-Planck-Institute forAeronomy, was used. At a 1 m telescope the plate scale ofthe                                                       Nfocal reducer very nearly equals the scale of the ESO Schmidttelescope but the field has only 25 mm diameter, correspond-ing to about 0<:' 5 in the sky. The exposure ofComet Halley wastaken through an interference filter of a bandpass of 425 +/                                                            projeeted-3nm, which transmits the 0-2 band of the CO+ comet tail                                                                                                                        antisolarband system. A two-stage proximity focus image intensifier                                                                                                                        directionwas employed and 103 a - F film was pressed against its exit                                  E.-.------window. Exposure time was 15 minutes.   The picture is shown in figure 1. At the time of exposureComet Halley was at a geocentric distance of 117 millionkilometers and quite close to opposition, i.e. the angle earth-comet-sun was only 9°. This is an unusual geometry forcomet observations. As the cometary plasma is interactingwith the solar wind, wh ich flows nearly radially out of the sun,the comet tail is always pointing away from the sun. Therefore,in the picture we look very much along the cometary tail. Whilethe projected length of the comet tail as seen on the photo-                                                                                                         -graph amounts to about 5 x 105 km, its true length mayexceed 3 million kilometers. The fact that in the picture the tailforms a large angle with the antisolar direction may be causedby a slight deviation of the solar wind direction from radialtowards south.                                                                                                                                                           -   With the same instrumentation a program will be conductedat the ESO 1 m telescope when Comet Halley will be bestvisible from the southern hemisphere. The program aims at thedetermination of content and topology of cometary ions CO+,N2+, CO 2+ and H2 0+ in relation to the neutral coma molecules.Considering the excellent sky conditions at La Silla as com-                                                                                                                                                            9Discovery of Neptune's Ring at La SillaR. HAEFNER, Universitäts-Sternwarte München,J. MANFROID, Institut d'Astrophysique Liege, Belgium, and P. BOUCHET, ESO
    The story of the discovery of the planet Neptune is weil                   optical quality was not successful in finding any features which known: During the years 1841 to 1845 the English Cambridge                    fitted the descriptions given by LasseIl and Challis. student J. C. Adams calculated the position of an eighth planet                   It is however interesting to note that after his discovery of based on the difference between the predicted and observed                    Uranus in 1781, F. W. Herschel observed on several occasions orbit of the planet Uranus, thought to be the outermost one in                during the years 1787 to 1792 a ring around this planet our solar system. However, J. Challis, at that time Director of               appearing as an elongate appendix on both sides of the the Cambridge Observatory, as weil as G. B. Airy, Director of               . planet's disko Later on this phenomenon disappeared and the Greenwich Observatory, refused to point their telescopes                  Herschel was convinced to have been a victim of an opticat toward the calculated position. Challis considered a search to                delusion. However, there are in fact indications that Herschel be too troublesome and expected a negative result. Airy, on                   really saw the ring system: a recalculation of the orientation of the other hand, was convinced that the quadratic law of                       the rings detected in 1977 shows an exact agreement with the distance had to be changed to obtain the observed Uranus                      position given by Herschel; the disappearance can be ex- orbit. Independently and roughly at the same time the French                  plained by the edge-on position at that time (Schmeidler, astronomer J. J. Leverrier worked on the same problem and                     1985). published nearly the same position of an eighth planet. He                        Indeed, the unexpected (re)discovery of the Uranian rings wrote then a letter to the Urania Observatory in Berlin wh ich he             during an occultation of a late-type star by the planet in 1977 thought to be the best one in Europe at that time. Thereupon,                 as weil as the discovery of the faint Jovian rings by the Voyager in the night of September 23, 1846, J. G. Galle and his                       1 spacecraft in 1979 stimulated the search for such rings assistant H. L. d'Arrest found the eighth planet Neptune in                   around the fourth of the giant planets, Neptune. Aquarius just after one hour of comparing the observed star                       The main ground-based technique to establish the exis- position with those on a star chart they had drawn half a year                tence of faint rings around a distant planet is to follow a stellar·ago. This was one of the first examples of European astronom-                 occultation, which is one of the most ancient forms of ical cooperation. To be complete it should be mentioned that                  astronomical observations. Using high-speed photometrie Challis after all started observations. He saw the new planet                 techniques the intensity ofthe star light is measured during the several times prior to Galle, but he did not realize it.                      passage of the rings through the line of sight which dims the   The next story is little known: The English amateur                         intensity in the order of a few seconds. Such occultations by,W. LasseIl who promptly detected Neptune's satellite Triton at                 and appulses to, interesting planets are predicted and pub-the Starfield Observatory in Liverpool, reported also on the                   lished several years in advance together with information on discovery of a ring around Neptune on October 3, 1846 (fig. 1).               where and when they will be visible. During the last years there He saw the "ring" as a diametrical bulge on the planet's disk                 was at least one good opportunity each year as far as Neptuneagain on several occasions in November and December 1846,                      is concerned. However, all experiments performed so far did interrupted by bad weather conditions. Lassel's discovery was                 not reveal any distinct hint for a ring system. The only widely discussed in the London Times, the MNRAS and the                       confirmed occultation event was that observed on May 24,Astronomische Nachrichten and later on confirmed by Challis                    1981 (Reitsema et al., 1982).lt was interpreted to be caused by who was now eager to participate on a new detection.                          aso far unknown third satellite with a diameter of about 100 to However, a comparison of their drawings revealed a different                  180 km orbiting at a distance of about 3 Neptune radii. orientation of the suspected ring. Consequently, using the new                    In July 1984 we performed different observing programs Harvard refractor in 1847, W. C. Bond of the Cambridge                        using the ESO 0.5 m (R. H.) and 1 m telescopes (J. M.) of the Observatory (Massachusetts) was unable to see the                             European Southern Observatory. Some days prior to July 22 phenomenon and attributed Lasell's finding to an optical                      Drs. Brahic and Sicardy from Paris Observatory called our appendage with preconception doing the rest. Extensive                       attention to a star occultation by Neptune expected for that searching during the second part of the 19th century and the                  night and provided updated coordinates. Despite the fact that beginning 20th century by means of large refractors of high                   last-minute predictions showed that the planet would very                                                                              probably miss the star and nothing extraordinary would                                                                              happen, we decided to "waste" a few hours of our observing                                                                              time to follow the spectacle.       On the 3 01' OetohN while surH~yiu~ the plauet lVilla                      The technical preparations were done by P. Bouchet and F.  my tlVen!y. foot ECjuatnreal ha"ing au aperture 01' 24 iuche:!              Gutierrez, who later on installed the data-acquisition systems  and with apower applied magnifying 316 times, J was struck                  at both telescopes. These systems allow integrations in the  with its shape, whieh 1V.1S e"irlently nut IlIreely that 01' a              ms domain and a recording on magtapes. The time is  round hall, and again on the 10th. Oet. artel' applyin!; l'iII'ious         synchronized with the central clock on La Silla every 1 ms.  powers up to 567 I reeeive<! mauy distiuet illlpressiolls that              Strip eh art recorders were additionally installed to provide on-  the planet was surrounded hy an obliqucly situale<! rillg, thns             line information. Since contrarily to the 1 m telescope the     "'f...._r<               .....                             .             0.5 m telescope has no off-set-guiding system available,            y .._"'"       hal'lllg d" major ax,s nearly at nght allgles      continuous measurements have to be interrupted from time to                  ',~'6l                                                                              time to check the position of the object within the diaphragm.  to a parallel nf decliuatif)n, 01' iu (Ither     \"01'1/"   tu Ihe comse    Therefore, the time needed for a star to cross the diaphragm  01'the plauet tl,rough the (j"I,1.                                          was determined for different positions along the Neptune track                                                                              to loose later on as little observing time as possible. Since theFig. 1: Orawing of Neptune's "ring" as pub/ished by W. Lassel/ in             star in question, SAO 186001 is very red, we intended toAstronomische Nachrichten 25, 357, 1847.                                      measure in the infrared region in order to enhance the contrast
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                                                                                       5 :40 :07                  :09              :11
                                  ~ 245 ~                                                                 TIME (UT)                                                                            Fig. 4: The oeeultation event as reeorded by the two teleseopes with                                                                            high time resolution. Time delay and smoothed, wavy shape of the                                                                            lower eurve are due to teehnieal reasons.                                  TIME                               f---Fig. 2: Original strip ehart reeording of the oeeultation event obtained    approach was scheduled for about UT 6h30 m to 7h. Suddenly,at the 0.5   m teleseope.                                                   at UT 5h40 m09 s the smooth tracings on our strip chart recor-                                                                            ders were interrupted by a very short dip with a duration of                                                                            about 1.2 sand a depth of about 35 % (see fig. 2). Was this the                                                                            ring so long searched for and did we record it by chance?between star and Neptune. We used an I-filter combined with                 Thereafter we followed still more intently the things going on.a Quantacon (effective wavelength 0.8 !Am) at the 0.5 m tele-               However, nothing particular happened any more; neither anscope and a K-filter (2.2 ~lm) at the 1 m telescope, which was              occultation by Neptune nor a second occultation event like theequipped with the standard infrared photometer. R. Vega was                 one recorded before was noticed. We continued the measure-assisting at the 1 m telescope. The on-line magnitudes as                   ments till UT 8h when the very large air mass prevented anydetermined shortly before the start of the high speed measure-              further high quality observation. Figure 3 shows the geometryments were for Neptune: V = 7.9, I = 9.0 and for SAG 186001:                of the appulse as projected on the sky. We telexed theV = 9.2, I = 6.6 and K = 4.2.                                               recording of the single occultation event to the lAU Central  The night of July 22, 1984 was of perfect quality: moonless,              Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams (Gutierrez et al., 1984) andno cirrus, no wind, seeing around 1", 10 % relative humidity                started immediately with the reduction of the event and withand constant temperature at about 14°C all the time. This                   additional measurements.was probably due to the fact that a blizzard rushed over La Silla              The differences in shape and timing of the occultation eventone week earlier and cleared up the skies.                                  as recorded by both telescopes (see fig. 4) can be explained in   The actual observations (10 ms integration time) were                    several ways. The telescopes are separated by about 200 mstarted at the 1 m telescope at about UT 1h23 m using a                     (see fig. 5) so that they were swept by different parts of thediaphragm of 15". Contrarily to the K-band there was a small                shadow of the occulting body. Different diffraction effectscontribution by Neptune in the I-band. Therefore at the 0.5 m               could be observed at different wavelengths; the opticaltelescope a diaphragm of 30" was used and the measure-ments were started at UT 2h50 m, when the separation betweenthe star and Neptune was about 15". This allowed to record thecombined flux all the time. The occultation or the closest                                                                                                          Danish 50cm                                                                                                   - - - - t.._                                                                                                            [SO 50cm                                                                                                      - - Bochum Tel. 61cm                                                                                                            Dutch 90cm
                                                                                                             ~--         Spectrographic                                                                                                                         1.5m Telescope E                                                I   50.000 km   I
Fig. 3: Apparent traek of SAO 186001. The eirele marks the loeationof the oeeultation event.                                                   Fig. 5: Loeation of the teleseopes used on La Si/la.
                                                                                                                                             11characteristics of the absorbing material may be wavelength           satisfactory theory has been worked out so far to explain alldependent as weil as the relative intensities of the involved         ring phenomena in detail.bodies. Furthermore, the chopping frequencies and the time                                                                         Five months after our observations we received notice that aconstants of the infrared equipment induce differences of                                                                      nearly identical occultation event had been recorded at thetechnical origin.                                                                      same time by a group of American astronomers working at the   Previous experience and additional tests showed that the           Cerro Tololo observatory situated about 100 km south of Ladifference in shape as weil as the time delay of 0.4 s is about       Silla (Hubbard, 1984). According to a communique from thewhat is to be expected for the 1 m recording because of               University of Arizona they "were unable to see the brief eventtechnical reasons. This means that both telescopes recorded           on the computer print-out their telescope generated for everythe event simultaneously within an unavoidable error of the           3.4 s of data". Unaware of our lAU Circulars they did not checkorder of 0.1 s imposed by the chopping procedure. This, the           their high-speed photometric data (fortunately stored on mag-smooth regular profiles and the clear sky are enough to rule          tape) before December 1984. These additional observationsout an occultation by a body elose to the Earth (e. g. Earth sat-     strongly favour the existence of at least part of a ring having aellite, cloud, contrails).                                            width of roughly 10-15 km over a length of at least 100 km.   A look at the ephemeris of minor planets showed that no            This is an unexpected and nice confirmation of our conclu-catalogued one was in that area. We blinked Schmidt plates            sions.taken by H. E. Schuster and O. Pizarro in the following nights           Hopefully more details of the nature of this fragmented ring48 hours apart and could not find any unknown moving object           will be obtained after the launch of the Hubble Space Tele-down to the 17th magnitude. Closer inspection of the field for        scope and during the Voyager 2 rendezvous with the Neptunefainter, slow moving bodies did not show any object down to           system in 1989. Probably this spacecraft will need reprogram-the 19th magnitude. Moreover, the probability of such an              ming to avoid the ring zone on its way to Triton, Neptune'soccultation by a body neither associated with the Earth nor           extraordinary satellite.with Neptune, i. e. an asteroid, is extremely low. The coinci-dence with the Neptune appulse makes the case for the latterassociation overwhelming, excluding, however, the influenceof Neptune's known satellites Triton and Nereid, wh ich were at       Acknowledgementthat time not elose to the line of sight.                               We are very grateful to Drs. Brahic and Sicardy for drawing   The orbit of the third satellite proposed by Reitsema et al.       our attention to this appulse, H. E. Schuster and O. Pizarro for(1982) appears to be remarkably similar to that of our object if      taking the Schmidt plates and to F. Gutierrez and R. Vega forwe assume them to be in the equatorial plane. It is not possible      their technical support.to give a more accurate distance because there was nooccultation by the planet itself. The duration of the event           Referencescombined with the supposed sky-plane velocity of Neptune ofabout 20 km/s and the shape of the light curve show that we           Gutierrez, F., Haefner, R., Manfroid, J., Vega, R.: 1984, lAU Circularrecorded a much smaller body having a chord length of the               No. 3962.order of 10 km. On the other hand, the probability of detecting       Haefner, R., Manfroid, J.: 1984, lAU Circular No. 3968.a satellite in that manner is not large and it is nearly impossible   Hubbard, W.B.: 1984, lAU Circular No. 4022.to record that new satellite twice. Therefore, in order to            Rawal, J.J.: 1981, The Moon and the Planets 24,407.enhance the probability we were led to imagine a full ring of         Reitsema, H.J., Hubbard, W.B., Lebofsky, L.A., Tholen, D.J.: 1982,bodies of various shapes and sizes circling the planet at a             Science 215, 289.distance of about 3 Neptune radii. This would explain why             Schmeidler, F.: 1985, private communication.occultations are not always detected when the orbit passes infront of a star. In particular, we did not detect the secondcrossing of the orbit which occurred about 1 hour after the firstone. However, the irregular nature of this ring does notnecessarily imply large, satellite-sized bodies. A ring com-          STAFF MOVEMENTSposed of smaller particles showing an irregular width andoptical depth can fit the observations as weil. In fact similarrings are known in the Uranus system and perhaps also in the                                                                      ArrivalsSaturn system. A summary of all these considerations was                Europeagain sent to the lAU Central Bureau for Astronomical Tele-             BORTOLETTO, Favio (I), Fellow (Astronomical Detectors)grams at the end of July (Haefner and Manfroid, 1984).                  QUATTRI, Marco (I), Mechanical Engineer   These observational facts imply some theoretical problems:           SANDERS, Robert (USA), AssociateAssuming equal densities for planet and ring material, this ring        Chileis located beyond the Roche lobe wh ich conventionally is                                                                        GELLY, Bernard (F), Cooperantthought to constitute the outer limit for the existence of such         HEYDARI-MALAYERI, Mohammad (F), Astronomerstructures. Besides this, the retrograde motion of Triton is            KOEHLER, Bertrand (F), Cooperantsometimes argued to have such an influence that no ring at all          REIPURTH, Bo (DK), Associatecan exist. On the other hand the classical resonance theorycombined with empirical arguments predicts a possible for-                                                                      Departuresmation of a ring, although closer to the planet than what weobserved (Rawal, 1981). It would then have been formed by               Europetidal disruption of a satellite. This simple resonance law is           BRINKS, Gloria (F), Receptionistgrossly obeyed within the solar system but there are many               LUND, Glenn (NZL), Engineer/Physicistexceptions, e. g. as has been shown by the Voyager space-               MAZZARIOL, Severino (I), Electronics Techniciancraft for the fine structure of the Saturnian rings. In fact no         UNDEN, Christiane (B), Secretary
12A Second GEC CCO With UV Sensitive Coating Tested on theCASPEC Spectrograph   The ESO Messenger No. 41 contained a short summary of                    With this combination, the orders are weil separated down tothe properties of the CCOs in operation at the La Silla                     310 nm and full spectral coverage is obtained to abouttelescopes, among them a GEC CCO (ESO # 6) coated in the                    420 nm. The figure shows the UV spectrum of the slow novaESO lab to enhance the UV-blue sensitivity. A detailed                      RR Tel at a resolving power of about 22,000. From an observa-description of the coating technique, the spectral response                 tion of the standard star LTI 7987 (2) with a wide slit, the effi-curve and the first spectroscopic results have been given                   ciency of the atmosphere-telescope-spectrograph-detectorelsewhere (1). A second GEC CCO was coated and tested                       combination at 350 nm is such that 1 photon/A,s is recorded atsuccessfully in August of this year in the ESO detector lab by              350 nm from a star of m350 = 14.3, where the magnitudeSebastian Deiries and Roland Reiß and it is now available at                is related to the flux in ergs S-1 cm- 2 Hz- 1 by the expressionthe telescopes. Its properties are given below.                             m = -2.510g f" -48.6.                             S.D'ODORICOESO CCO #7                                                                            ReferencesTelescope:                        3.6 m/2.2 m                               (1) Cullum, M., Deiries, S., D'Odorico, S., Reiß, R., 1985, A & A, inChip type:                        GEC P8603/A Fluor. coated                     press.Pixel number:                     385 x 576, 22 f.lm in size                (2) Stone, R.P.S., Baldwin, J.A., 1983, M.N.R.A.S. 204, 347.e-/AOU and gain:                  6 at G 100Read out noise:                   15 e-Dark current:                     22 AOU/hr at 1300 KPeak quantum efficiency:Average OE 300-400 nm:                                  55 % at 650 nm                                  23 %                                                                            MIOAS Memo   The first spectroscopic tests at the telescope indicate good             ESO, Image Processing Groupcharge transfer properties. The sensitivity is uniform, with onlya few low sensitivity spots and pixels. The quantum efficiency                 This is the first appearance of the "MIDAS Memo" which iscurve is published in (1).                                                  intended to be a regular contribution to the Messengerwith the   The chip was tested on the ESO echelle spectrograph,                     purpose of informing the ESO community at large of theCASPEC, with the 52 lines/mm echelle and the short camera.                  developments, plans, and changes in the Image Processing                                                                            Group in Garching. It will deal primarily with subjects related to                                                                            data analysis and the MIOAS image processing system, but                                                                            will also report from time to time on other aspects of the Image                                                                            Processing Group's activities such as the measuring                                                                            machines, the developments in archiving of data from La Silla,                                                                            computer operations and policies, as weil as activities related                                                                            to computer to computer communications.
                                                                            1. Application Developments                                                                              This will be a regular subsection of the "Memo", but will only                                                                            be able to highlight recent developments and future planning                                                                            and not report in detail on all the minor enhancements and                                                                            changes to the MIOAS system in the intervening period.                                                                              The MIOAS table file system continues to grow as a tool for a                                                                            wide range of applications. In connection with the ST-ECF                                                                            project to build models of the various ST instruments, several                                                                            new facilities have been added as general purpose table                                                                            system functions. These include: In part new commands,                                                                            access to tables from any disk directory, and more detailed                                                                            explanation of errors.                                                                              The suite of programs for reducing CASPEC data has been                                                                            widely used in the last year, and has recently been greatly                                                                            enhanced to permit many automatic procedures. Work on the                                                                            determination of absolute fluxes is in progress.                                                                              A generalized suite of programs for spectrai analysis is in the                                                                            process of being developed and documented. Although notA GASPEG speetrum ofthe slow nova RR Tel eentered on 350 nm and                                                                            specifically optimized for any particular instrument or type ofeovering about 100 nm. A GEG GGO eoated in the ESO lab to enhaneethe UV sensitivity was used as adetector (ESO GGO # 7). The resolving                                                                            data, advanced capabilities to extract and manipulate twopower is 22,000, the exposure time 30 m. The bright streak in the           dimensional spectra will definitely be apart of this develop-upper-Ieft corner is present in this frame only and it is probably due to   ment. In addition, these facilities will handle CES data, EFOSCan energetie eosmie ray.                                                    spectral data, Optopus data and so on.
                                                                                                                                              132. Device Independent Graphics in MIDAS                                difficult problem than the graphics question since there are as                                                                       yet no standards such as GKS available to serve as a model.   After a long search for a simple yet effective device indepen-      Progress is nevertheless being made. A preliminary draft hasdent graphics system, the Astronet Graphics Library has been           been drawn up in collaboration with the STARLINK project inchosen to be implemented into the MIDAS system. This library           the UK and it is hoped that this set of interfaces will be maturehas its origins within the Astronet project in Italy and met most      enough for discussion by a wider audience in early 1986. Ofof the criteria for the functionality of such a product. In            course, the time scale for implementing these interfaces intoparticular, it is not proprietary as many commercial packages          MIDAS and providing support for various other displaysuch as GKS are and does not require a license if used by              devices besides RAMTEK and DeAnza is still to be defined.academic or research organizations. The AGL library has the            Suggestions are more than welcome at this time and should benecessary subset of the GKS functionality for the MIDAS                directed to Klaus Banse.applications and is an efficient implementation of this func-tionality. Also it is supported by a strong group within the           4. ESO ArchivesAstronet project that will insure its continued viability andadaptability in the future. It is anticipated that arelease of the       The development of archiving of ESO data is proceeding inMIDAS system in the spring of 1986 will be adapted to the AGL          parallel with the Developments for the Space Telescope "Datalibrary and will provide drivers for many of the standard              Management Facility", and will share in principle the samegraphics devices. In particular, better support of the almost          hardware and most of the same software so that an integratedTektronix compatible family of graphics terminals is antici-           archiving system will exist.pated. A definitive list will be provided in a future "MIDAS              On the hardware side, ESO is sharing 50 % of a data baseMemo".                                                                 computer known as "Intelligent Database Machine". This                                                                       device implements hardware that permits fast searching of                                                                       relations between various data. Also, an optical disk has been3. Device Independent Image Display Software                           acquired for the permanent storage of data. Both these                                                                       devices are in the process of being installed and tested in  After the ST-ECF meeting in Paris in May, it became quite            Garching and are not yet available for public access.evident that there is a strong desire on the part of many users          On the software side, programs and procedures are beingthat some sort of device independent interfaces for image              developed in close collaboration with the ST-ECF and thedisplays be developed along the lines of the device indepen-           Space Telescope Science Institute. This software will providedent graphics standards. These interfaces would allow various          the necessary tools to determine what observations have beenimage displays to be used with the MIDAS software or with any          made and to retrieve data from the permanent storage. Moresoftware that implements these interfaces. This is a more              on these developments will be available in future columns.

Spectrophotometry of Globular Cluster Stars with the
CASPEC System;A Comparison with Results trom Other SpectrographsF. SPITE, P. FRAN90lS, M. SPITE, Observatoire de Paris-MeudonI. What is the Aim of Abundance Determination                          clusters sodium and aluminium appear enhanced in "CNin Globular Cluster Stars?                                             strong" stars.                                                                          It has been suggested (Iben and Renzini, 1984) that this   The globular cluster stars, as weil as the field halo stars, are    phenomenon could be due to the crowding of the stars in aamong the oldest observable objects of our Galaxy and even             cluster: this crowding would lead to an accretion of the ejectaof the Universe. The abundance of metals in their atmosphere           of intermediate AGB stars onto main sequence dwarfs (at theis smalI; it is the signature of still older objects wh ich syn-       beginning of the evolution of the globular cluster). These ejectathesized these metals out of the primordial material (essen-tially made of hydrogen and helium). The analysis of globularcluster stars provides a unique opportunity to understand theearly history of our Galaxy.    During the last ten years, as echelle spectrographs wereavailable at the Kitt Peak and Cerro Tololo 4 m telescopes,numerous globular cluster stars were analysed in detail (seefor example the review paper of Pilachowski et al. 1983). Interesting information was gathered but a number of prob-           u; -lems appeared.    In particular, it seems that although field halo stars and                  1122 lV-97   Echcllc order nr. 90

globular clusters were formed simultaneously (Carney 1979)
there are some differences in the chemical composition ofglobular cluster stars and of the field halo stars. For example, it   OL----=-±-:---+---::-::Ic-::---l--±-=----I-~±::_--+-__:_:lhas been noted that in globular cluster stars the strength of the                                                                  63lJO.CN and the CH bands varies from star to star and in some14 log~    >.               HO 184711                       (Splte- epectro COUDE 152)                                                                                                                    HO 1841711                      (CASPEC)
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Fig. 2: Curves of growth of HO 184711: (a) from photographie spectra (1.52 m telescope, coude spectrograph); (b) (rom CASPEC spectra.
could be enriched in carbon, nitrogen, sodium and aluminium                              The 31.6 I/mm echelle and the 300 I/mm cross disperseraccording to Iben (1975).                                                              gratings were used, wh ich give a dispersion of 6 Älmm and a  A good way to test this explanation is to compare with high                          resolution of 20,000. The AOU of the star spectra was aboutprecision the relative abundances of the elements in the                               1,000. FlaHield exposures were taken after each objectatmospheres of the globular cluster stars and of the halo field                        exposure, using the quartz lamp. The reduction of the datastars.                                                                                 was partly carried out at the ESO Garching facilities where the   It is clear that the abundance anomalies that are expected in                       help of O. Ponz was greatly appreciated, and partly with ourglobular cluster stars are rather small (a factor of 2 or 3) and,                      own programs on the Vt\X computer at Meudon; we checkedtherefore, their measurement requires a high accuracy in the                           that both reduction packages give the same results. Andetermination of the abundances, especially when the ele-                              example of the tracing of the spectra is given in figure 1.ment is represented by only a lew lines and when these linesare weak.                                                                              11I. Comparison with a Star Previously Observed                                                                                       with Another Spectrograph: HO 18471111. The CASPEC Spectrograph and the Precision                                                                                          We first compared the results of the CASPEC with those ofof the Oata                                                                                       the 1.5 m coude spectrograph. Some years ago, indeed, we   First, we wondered whether the resolution of the CASPEC                             obtained spectra of the field halo giant HO 184711 with thisspectrograph was sufficient to study the abundance                                     spectrograph (Spite and Spite 1979). The resolution of theseanomalies in globular cluster stars.                                                   spectra was approximately the same as the one of the   A first run of three nights was allocated at the 3.6 m                              CASPEC spectra but the range of wavelength was differenttelescope in June 1984. The weather is not always good in                              ("-4300-6200 for the coude spectra and "-6000-6900 for theJune but in spite of high winds, clouds and bad seeing we                              CASPEC spectra). Thus the easiest way to compare thecould obtain at least the spectra of one supergiant star in M 22                       precision of the abundance determination was to compare theand of one in w Cen, as weil as the spectrum 01 a typical halo                         observed curves of growth built from the same model atmo-field giant, HO 184711, as a reference star.                                           sphere with both sets of data. These curves of growth are
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Fig. 3: Histogram of the dispersion of Fel measurements around the curve of growth: (a) from photographie spectra (1.52 m telescope coudespectrograph); (b) from CASPEC spectra.
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Fig. 4: Curves of growth of M22 IV97 from echelle spectra: (a) at Kitt Peak (Pilachowski et al. 1982); (b) at ESO (CASPEC).
displayed in figures 2 a and 2 b. The ordinate is log W/"A where                                                                     about the chemical composition of the old galactic objects likeW is the equivalent width of the line, and the abscissa is X =                                                                       the globular cluster stars (see also D'Odorico et al. 1985).logao + log gf + logf where ao is the abundance of the element                                                                          In Table 1 we present our preliminary abundance deter-in the solar atmosphere, gf the oscillator strength of the line                                                                      minations in the atmospheres of the stars M22-IV97 andand ra parameter depending on the model and on the line                                                                              w Cen 65.(Cayrel and Jugaku 1963) computed line by line from the                                                                                 The atmospheres of the stars have been simulated bymodel of the star. The abundance of an element relative to the                                                                       models interpolated in the grid of the Gustafsson's modelsSun ([Fe/H] for example) is then simply represented by the                                                                           (Gustafsson et al. 1975) extended toward lower gravities anddistance between the linear part of the curve of growth and the                                                                      temperatures (Gustafsson 1977). Line transition probabilitiesfiducial line 10gW/"A = X (fig. 2).                                                                                                  were determined from a line by line analysis of the solar   It can be seen, at first, that the mean abundance [Fe/H] =                                                                        spectrum (Delbouille et al. 1973). For this work the Holweger-2.5 is the same in figures 2 a and 2 b. But the standard                                                                            solar model has been used (Holweger, Müller 1974). Thedeviation is smaller when the CASPEC data are used. This is                                                                          damping constants of the lines were taken by adding 0.78 dexstriking in figure 3 where the histograms of the deviations of                                                                       to the Van der Waals constant computed from the hydrogenicthe abundances measured line by line, from the 1.5 m coude                                                                           approximation of Unsöld (Aller, 1963).photographic spectra and from the CASPEC spectra, are                                                                                  The two stars are rather similar (the mean abundance of thecompared.                                                                                                                            elements is about 1/100 of solar abundance). Differences                                                                                                                                     appear for Na, AI and Ba. Some recent theories can accountIV. Observation of a Star Already Observed                                                                                           for such anomalies.                                                                                                                                       The gravities of the stars have been computed by admittingat Kitt Peak: M22-IV97                                                                                                                                     that the star masses were about 0.8 Me!). It is clear that in this   This star is one of the brightest in M 22. It has already been                                                                    case the ionization equilibrium cannot be satisfied: the ironanalysed by Pilachowski et al. (1982) using 6 Älmm KPNO                                                                              abundance is different when the neutral or the ionized lines arespectra in the range "A5300-6300 Ä. We obtained a spectrum                                                                           used. On the other hand, we are also able to confirm an H"of this star in the range "A6000-6900 Ä. The theoretical andobserved curves of growth for the KPNO and the CASPEC                                                                                                                           TABlE 1data are drawn in figures 3a and 3b, and the histograms of                                                                                                     Abundance 01 the elements relative to the Sunthe abundances computed line by line in figures 4 a and 4 b.                                                                                                                                                                                                         M221V-97                 w Cen 65Again the quality of the CASPEC data seems excellent.   Moreover, part of the abundance spread along the curve of                                                                              Stellar parameters:growth is probably real. It can be seen indeed, in figure 3 b, that                                                                        0.110 log g, [M/H]                                           1.26,0.9, -1.9       1.26, 0.3, -1.8the Fe abundance deduced from the low excitation potential                                                                                          v,                                                     2 km/s                2 km/slines (open squares) is higher than the abundance deducedfrom the high excitation potential lines (crosses). This                                                                                                       Element                                                                                                                                                                  01                                                                                                                                                                                                         log (A./                                                                                                                                                                                                             -1.9                                                                                                                                                                                                                    .                                                                                                                                                                                                                    )            log (A./A.!;)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     -1.8phenomenon points towards a possible error on the tempera-ture of the model or more probably a non-LTE effect in the                                                                                                       Nal                                         -1.9                    -2.3atmosphere, leading to an over-population of the lower levels                                                                                                    All                                         -1.5                    -1.1of the atom. To avoid this effect as far as possible, it is                                                                                                      Si I                                         -                      -1.2                                                                                                                                                                 Cal                                        -1.6                     -1.5generally recommended not to use the low excitation potential                                                                                                    Sc 11                                      -1.7                     -1.9lines in an abundance determination.                                                                                                                              VI                                        -1.9                     -1.9                                                                                                                                                                 Ti I                                       -1.6                     -1.7V. The Chemical Composition of M 22-IV97                                                                                                                         Ti 11                                      -1.4                     -1.4                                                                                                                                                                 Cr I                                       -2.3                     -2.1and w Cen 65                                                                                                                                                     Fe I                                       -2.0                     -1.9  Therefore, although the CASPEC echelle spectrograph                                                                                                            Fe I1                                      -1.4                     -1.5                                                                                                                                                                 Ni I                                       -1.9                     -1.9arrived late at ESO we are convinced that many interesting                                                                                                                                                                Ba 11                                       -1.3                     -1.9works can be done with this excellent instrument, in particular
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Fig. 5: Histogram ofthe dispersion of Fel measurements ofthe star M221V97: (a) at Kitt Peak (Pilaehowski et al. 1982): (b) at ESO (CASPEC).
emission in these globular cluster stars and in the active star            Solar Speetrum from). 3000 to 10000 A, Liege: Institut d'Astrophy-HO 184711 (5pite et al. 1981; Gratton et al. 1984).                        sique de Liege (presently available tram ),,3600 to 8000 A).  In addition, we recently obtained some other excellent                O'Odorico, S., Gratton, R. G., Ponz, 0.: 1985, Astron. Astrophys., 142,                                                                           232.spectra of stars in w Cen, NGC 6582, and in the Magellanic                                                                        Gratton, R. G., Pilachowski, C. A., and Sneden, C.: 1984, Astron.Clouds (field stars and globular cluster stars). All these spectra         Astrophys. 132, 11.are now under reduction and seem very promising.                        Gustatsson, B., Bell, R.A., Eriksson, K., Nordlund, A.: 1975, Astron.  We are very grateful to Or. O'Odorico for advising us about             Astrophys., 42,407.the optimal use of CA5PEC and CCO for our program.                      Gustatsson, B .: 1977 (private communication).                                                                        Holweger, H., Müller, E.A.: 1974, Solar Phys., 39, 19.                                                                        Iben, I. Jr.: 1975, Astrophys. J., 196, 525.References                                                              Iben, I.Jr., Renzini, A.: 1984, Physies Reports, 105, no. 6.                                                                        Pilachowski, C., Sneden, C., Wallerstein, G.: 1983, Astrophys. J.Aller, L. H.: 1963, The Atmosphere of the Sun and Stars, 2nd edition,      Suppl. 52, 241.   Ronald Press, New York, p. 320.                                      Pilachowski, C., Wallerstein, G., Leep, E. M., Peterson, R. C.: 1982,Carney, B. W.: 1979, Astrophys. J., 233, 877.                             Astrophys. J., 263, 187.Cayrel, R., Jugaku, J.: 1963, Ann. Astrophys. 26, 495.                  Spite, M., Caloi, V., Spite, F.: 1981, Astron. Astrophys., 103, L 11.Oelbouille, L., Roland, G., Neven. L.: 1973, Photometrie Atlas of the   Spite, M., Spite, F.: 1979, Astron. Astrophys., 76, 150.
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                                                                        stellar and 15 absorption lines. The remarkable discovery was
Introduction to 55 433                                                                        that the Ha lines were split in three components. Two of them   Ouring the last few years the star 433 of the 5tephenson             oscillate with opposite phase over a huge radial velocity range5anduleak catalogue of emission-line objects has become                 (-30,000 to +50,000 km/s) with a 164-day period. 5hortly afterone of the most intensively observed sources in the Galaxy. It          Margon's discovery, Andy Fabian and Martin Rees suggestedis believed to be an X-ray binary whose compact component is            that these moving "satellite" lines arise in two oppositelyeither a neutron star or a black hole. Attention was drawn to           directed jets and the kinematic "precessing jet" model55 433 in 1978 by Clark and Murdin (1978), who pointed out              developed in detail by Abell and Margon has had remarkablethat independently discovered X-ray and radio sources were              success in explaining observations of 55 433. Precession ofprobably associated with 55 433. The object is situated at the          the (v = 0.26c) jets was invoked to explain the 164-day periodcenter of a supernova remnant detected at radio wavelength              (see e. g., Margon, 1984). Beautiful confirmation of this pre-(W 50) and showing Wolf-Rayet like winds.                               cessing jet model was provided by radio measurements by   It was in 1979 through a study of its optical spectrum by            several groups which showed that 55 433 is resolved onBruce Margon that 55 433 entered the astronomical hall of               various scales from less than 3 milliarcseconds up to 2fame. The spectrum is dominated by Ha emission lines                    arcseconds, is jet-like and has achanging corkscrew structurealthough He I, He 11 and C III/N 111 are also present, as weil as       wh ich varies in good agreement with predictions of the model                                                                                                                                            17                                                                            able evidenee that SS 433 is an X-ray binary whose eompaet                               15 DEC 82                                    eomponent is either a neutron star or a blaek hole. The optieal                                                                            radiation obviously originates both from a eentral souree                                                                            (aeeretion disk and illuminated eompanion), and also from                                                                            rapidly moving regions whieh are in interaetion with the ISM                                                                            and responsible for the Doppler-shifted reeombination lines;                                                                            the eompanion star is likely to be dominated by the aeeretion                                                                            disko

                                                                            The Purpose of the High Spectral Resolution

                               18 DEC 82                                       One of the most intriguing questions regarding SS 433
                                                                            eoneerns the exaet relationship between the relativistie                                                                            plasma responsible for the synehrotron radio emission and the                                                                            ionized gas whieh emits the optieal lines. In the ease of                                                                            extragalaetie jets, several eases of morphologieal assoeia-                                                                            tions have been found between radio-eontinuum and optieal-                                                                            line knots implying that as a jet propagates through the                                                                            ambient medium it ean interaet vigorously with its environ-                                                                            ment. Could the satellite emission lines in SS 433 be produeed Fig. 1: Contourmaps of 55433 showing the evolution ofthe structure         by similar proeesses? in time; the solid lines represent the expected trajectories of blobs on      In an effort to relate the ehanging details in the Ha profile to the kinematic model (5chilizzi et al. 1984).                               the moving blobs in the radio jet, we have used the CASPEC                                                                            eehelle speetrograph on the 3.6 m teleseope to monitor the                                                                            speetrum of SS 433 simultaneously with VLBI measurements                                                                            of the radio strueture being earried out by a group whieh derived from optieal speetroseopy (see fig. 1). The radio                  ineludes Riehard Sehilizzi (Dwingeloo). Renee Vermeulen and measurements provided one more in a ehain of tantalyzing                   Vineent leke (Leiden), Riehard Speneer (Jodrell Bank). Riehard similarities between nonthermal radio emission in stars and                Poreas and Istvan Fejes (Bonn) and John Romney (NRAO). aetive galaxies.                                                           During this eampaign whieh lasted two weeks, Paul Murdin    Gravitational aeeretion and radiation pressure are often                also obtained a set of medium resolution optieal speetra invoked to explain the aeeeieration of partieles in the stellar            using the 2.5 m Newton teleseope at La Palma, and X-ray jets; the eonfinement of the beams is believed to result from              observations with the Exosat satellite were obtained. the presenee of a magnetie field or from the rotation of the                  Until now little data were available on the emission line system. Independently of detailed models, there is eonsider-               profiles of SS 433 with resolutions of better than a few        oor-----.---__r---.......~--_,---__,__---._---r_--___.---__r---__r-_,        .......
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                                                                    WA VELENGTH (Al Fig. 2: 55 433 shows a composite spectrum ofsteady emission lines and Doppler-shifted lines known as "moving lines". This spectrum has been obtained with CA5PEC at the E50 3.6 m, in a 40 mn exposure. The emissions observed here are HI (6563 A), Hel (6678 and 7065 A) and their broad shifted counterparts. In addition, possible P-Cygni profiles are observed in the steady Hellines.
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                                                             WAVELENGTH (Al Fig. 3: An example of unexpected emission regarding the precession period; the two features at 6790 and 6860   Acannot easily be explained by the standard kinematic model.
angstrom. It was our hope that observations of the lines at high        component varying between 6950 Ä and 6700 Ä and a bluespectral resolution coupled with the radio maps would give a            component varying between 6600 Ä and 6900 Ä.unique tool for probing possible interactions.                             (i) It is clear that the moving lines are generally resolved and   Several further observational facts about SS 433 remain              that they show complex structures which one might interpretdifficult to explain using the standard model, among them               as a result of a clumpiness of the beams, implying that differentsudden fluctuations and disappearances of the moving lines,             velocity clouds show up simultaneously in the line of sight. Asthe great number of harmonics of the precession period and              a consequence of observations made on one night where twothe energy necessary to power the beams. With the hope of               spectra were obtained with a time separation of only 2 hours,investigating some of these questions we decided to carry out           we were able to observe that these structures evolve ex-high spectral resolution monitoring of SS 433.                          tremely rapidly.  Thanks to the high through-put of the telescope/spectro-                 (ii) The zero velocity Ha component shows a complex andgraph/detector combination (around 6 percent efficiency), we            variable profile. In particular, a feature is observed on the bluewere able to obtain, using integration of the order of 40               wing and its variations seem to be related neither to theminutes, high S/N spectra of SS 433 over a range of 1000 Ä,             precession period, nor to the orbital one; this would supportwith aresolution of 0.65 Ä.                                             the interpretation that the double Ha profile is a variable self-   We used CASPEC together with the 31.6 I/mm grating.                  absorption although a more complete investigation will beSince SS 433 is faint (magnitude 14.2 .5 in V), we applied              necessary to reject the hypothesis of a blue-shifted emission.electronic binning of the CCO in order to reduce the effect of          Moreover, variable P-Cygni profiles seem to be present inthe read-out noise. Eleven spectra were obtained between                the He I steady emission lines.May 19 and June 3. They have been reduced with the echelle                 (iii) In addition to the predicted Ha satellite lines, strongreduction package in the MIOAS data analysing system run-               unidentified emission lines are seen in two of our spectra,ning on the VAX 780 at ESO-Garching. The accuracy of the                fading out in less than three days (cf. fig. 3).wavelength calibration was found to be better than .07 Ä,                   (iv) To explain the position of the satellite lines within thewhen checked on the He-Ar lines of the comparison lamp                  framework of the standard kinematic model we needed tospectrum.                                                                apply a phase shift of about .02 (3 days) to our observations.                                                                        Although this shift is contained within the observed scatter of Preliminary Results from the CASPEC Data                               the fitted precession period, the complexity of the spectra                                                                         makes it very difficult to find a symmetrie evolution of the line   Figures 2 and 3 show two of the reduced spectra. The data            around 11,000 km/s, as suggested by the kinematic model,have still to be fully analysed, but some preliminary findings          and our data are therefore not sufficient to properly constrainare summarized below.                                                   the ephemeris (cf. fig. 2). If we accept this phase shift as being   On the basis of the precession period, we expected to find            real, we can explain the deviation from the model by keeping inthree Ha components; a zero velocity one (in fact red-shifted           mind the great number of harmonics found in the velocityby 100 to 300 km/s depending on the phase of the orbit), a red          curve, which produce a scatter of up to 100 Ä in the line cen-
                                                                                                                                          19ters. This scatter should be correlated between the two shifted       - Ooes the bending of the radio jets affect the velocities of thelines.                                                                   moving lines?   It is clear that, by combining our data with those obtained        - Is there any relation between the production of blobs andin La Palma at about the same time, we will be able to reach             the equivalent width of the zero velocity Ha line?a more complete understanding of these phenomena.                     - How is the spectacular appearance and disappearance of                                                                         emission lines manifested in the radio data?                                                                        There are other X-ray stars which are known or suspected toWh at Can We Expect from the Comparison of Optical                    present similarities with SS 433 and with the grander but moreand VLBI Data?                                                        distant phenomena seen in AGNs (e. g., Sco X-1, Cir X-1, Cyg                                                                      X-3, Her X-1 ...), but none of them has revealed in such an   The VLBI observations are at present being reduced and             open manner its intense private life. If SS 433 decided toshould be available within a few months. Comparison of the            cooperate with us last summer, important new informationtwo data sets will then be attempted. If moving features in the       about the nature of X-ray binaries and even about jets in AGNsoptical spectrum appear to be correlated with changing blobs          may result. It's now up to SS 433!in the radio jet, the origin of the Ha emission will be deter-mined; this would provide a new possibility for mapping of the        Referencesionized gas structures, since until now imaging in the optical                                                                      Abell G.O. and Margen      S., Nature 279, 701 (1979).range has not shown any extended features around SS 433. In           Clark D. H. and Murdin,    P., Nature 276, 44 (1978).addition, detailed kinematic mapping ofthe propagation ofthe          Fabian, A.C. and Rees,     M.J., M.N.R.A.S 187,13 P (1979).SS 433 jet could be envisaged with the Space Telescope, if the        Margen, S., in An. Rev.    of Astr. and Astroph. 22, 507 (1984).data correlation proves positive.                                     Schilizzi, R.1., Remney,   J. D. and Spencer, R. E., lAU Symp. 110, 289Particular attention will be paid to the following points:              (1984).

T Tauri Stars Through the Looking-Glass
u. FINKENZELLER and G. BASRI, Astronomy Oepartment, University of California,                                                    Berkeley          The Red Queen shook her head. "You may call it              wh ich will allow the use of "classical" diagnostic tools to obtain          'nonsense' ifyou like, "she said, "butl've heard            detailed structures for most of the stellar atmosphere.          nonsense, compared with which that would be                    Guided by the rule that physical processes are most easily          as sensible as a dictionary!"                               analyzed in their least complex manifestation, we have chosen                                                                      seven low to intermediately active T Tauri stars (rather than                                                                      exotic objects) from the spectral catalogue of Appenzeller etPreface                                                               al. (1983). For further references on the stars, see also the   The CASPEC on the 3.6 m telescope is a very powerful new           original list of Schwartz (1977). The target objects span frominstrument for high dispersion spectroscopy. We have used it          G2 to MO in spectral type, and from 5.8 to 0.5 in • (see table).(in conjunction with an lOS) to obtain almost all the optical         We have three pairs consisting of objects which are almostinformation possible on a number of T Tauri stars, namely             identical in most parameters, except for activity level.calibrated resolved full spectral coverage. The analysis of such      Together with a carefully chosen set of standard stars we are ina large amount of information will take quite some time; the          a position to perform a differential activity analysis from thepurpose of this contribution is primarily to acquaint other users     main sequence into the pre-main sequence domain bywith some of both the joys and pitfalls of this instrument wh ich     extrapolating proven diagnostic methods to slightly "per-we feel are worthwhile to publicize. W~ also describe a little of     turbed" objects.the science in our particular project.
Chapter I                                                                      Chapter 11           "It seems very pretty, " she said [. ..], "but Ws          rather hard to understand!" (You see, she didn't                       "I should see [. ..] far better, " said Alice to          like to confess, even to herself, that she couldn 't                   herself, "if I could get to the top of that hili. "          make it out at all.)                                                                         The full astrophysical potential for modeling of PMS stellar  T Tauri stars are young stellar objects with emission line          activity can only be realized if based on resolved flux cali-spectra and complex atmospheres. Found in the upper right of          brated, and high S/N spectra obtained for many diagnostics atthe Hertzsprung-Russel diagram, they have effective tempe-            the same time. With most instruments, the simultaneousratures from 3,000 to 6,000 K, and are estimated to be                demands of extreme spectral resolution and accurate spec-between 105 and 107 years old. Numerous observations in all           trophotometry mutually exclude each other since the slit sizeparts of the electromagnetic spectrum indicate differences in         affects both quantities in opposite ways. Thus, we used twoactivity levels of up to three orders of magnitude, together with     different spectrographs concurrently: The ESO echelle spec-temporal variations ranging from the beginning of astronomi-          trograph with CCO (CASPEC) at the 3.6 m and the lOS at thecal data taking down to a few minutes. Oue to their generally         1.5 m telescope. With a slit size of 3" x 3" at the former and 8" xcomplex nature and the difficulties in obtaining a fully useful       8" at the latter instrument we achieved resolutions of aboutset of observational material, relatively little attention has been   12,000 and 500-1,000, respectively. (The lOS grating waspaid so far to self-consistent physical modeling of these stars.      used in both first and second order.) The spectrophotometricWe have made an observational effort to provide new material          observations had to be done strictly concurrently, since T
20                                               T TAURI STARS COVERED FROM 3800 TO 8700)J,

      8tar            Assoc.            mv              8p            ~              W1.(H,,)        W1.(H,I)    W1.(HeI5876)    W1.(Li 16707)

     8z06            Cham.l            11.2             K2            2.34           -31.9           -2.30                           0.43
     8z19            Cham.l            10.6            G2             5.85           -14.6           -0.13          -0.04            0.23:     8z65            Lupus 1           12.2           K7-MO                          -24.2           +0.90          -0.79            0.61     8z68            Lupus 1           10.5             K2        2.80               - 4.9           +1.95                           0.42     8z77            Lupus 1           12.5            MO         0.50               -15.1           -0.91          -0.21            0.60     8z82            Lupus 2           12.2            MO         0.83               - 4.6           -0.03          -0.19            0.57     8z98            Lupus 3           12.4             K8        0.72               -17.8           +3.39          -0.16            0.51Tauri stars are expected to show irregular temporal variations,               Experience has shown, however, that it is hard to accom-on top of which a rotational modulation may be imposed.                    plish agiobai good fit for all regions within a frame. Polynomial   Apart from avoiding the principal limitations mentioned                 degrees too low will not take into account small spatialabove, this scheme of observing allowed a most efficient use               variations or the slight distortions introduced by the spectro-of the 3.6 m telescope, since no time had to be spent on                   graph camera. On the other hand, polynomial degrees too highobserving mostly faint flux standards. Even more important,                will introduce the weil known wiggling effects which makethis technique avoids a number of cumbersome calibration                   the software slit run across the signal like a drunken driverproblems which would have to be solved if one were to rely                 speeding on a highway. Both effects are worst at the extremefully on CASPEC data alone (see below).                                    ends of 81/ orders in general, and the uppermost and lower-   We were guided by the desire to cover the most important                most orders of a particular frame. In the finally reducedlines of Ca 11 and hydrogen along with photospheric lines of all           spectrograms this can lead to ugly wiggling at wavelengthsstrengths, which demanded contiguous spectral coverage                     where the orders usually overlap and a loss of calibrationfrom 3800 A to 8700 A. Four echelle frames were required to                at the very beginning and end.span this spectral range, with a gap from 6700 A to 7700 A.                   CCO raw data should be subjected to a division by a flat fieldWith the 31.6 g/mm grating and the standard cross disperser                in order to account for sensitivity variations of various kinds oncomplete order overlapping resulted, even in the near IR (8 A              the chip. With CASPEC this is accomplished by illuminatingat 8700 A, rising to 36 Aat 3900 A). A final total of 602 echelle          the entrance slit of the spectrograph with either a built-inorders of T Tauri stars and 560 orders of spectroscopic                    incandescent lamp or a bright screen attached to the dome.standards, supplemented by accompanying lOS scans, were                    Dome flats necessitate very long exposure times, wh ich isobtained in three nights.                                                  troublesome when one has to change the spectrograph                                                                           settings often in a night. A well-known deficiency when using                                                                           the incandescent lamp is that its light path through the optics                                                                           is slightly different from the one taken by the stellar light. In theChapter 11I                                                                most general case this results in a small positional offset ofthe            Sl7e puzzled over it for some time, but at last   a            stellar and the flat field orders on the chip. For a proper pixel-            brigl7t tl7ougl7t struck l7er.                                 by-pixel division the flat field orders should be appreciably                                                                           wider than the stellar signal in order to ensure complete   The lOS data were reduced according to standard proce-                  overlap by the flat. Otherwise, the stellar signal pixels would bedures. The only minor problem arose with Baldwin and Stone's               divided by low or underexposed flat field pixels and give rise to(1984) white dwarf standards which had to be resampled in                  spurious noise spikes in the output. Therefore, it is advisable toorder to tighten the grid for the response curves at the chosen            use a slit as long as possible for the flat without crowding theresolution.                                                                orders and choose the flat field exposure for the order tracing   The CASPEC data were initially processed with the pack-                algorithms, rather than the stellar signal. Use of the stellarages available in MIOAS for echelle work. However, we soon                 signal to trace the orders can be problematic if there are deeprealized certain limitations which have to be faced when one               absorption lines in the spectrum. The fact that there is subtle,is doing work in the ultraviolet where the spacing of the orders           but not negligible, mechanical flexure in the spectrographis steadily decreasing. (And it is in the ultraviolet that more           when moving the telescope from a program object to aastrophysical interesting lines happen to be than anywhere                standard star does not help. All these factors may cause theelse.) At this point the reference to the external calibration from       software slit to miss some fraction of the stellar signal,the lOS greatly helped in avoiding those internal problems                resulting in subsequent calibration problems. Finally, when theshortward of 5000 A as described below.                                   slit height is too smalI, there can be digital sampling errors as   In an echelle frame centered at 4300 A and taken with the              the software slit slants across the frame, leading to a fewstandard cross disperser 33 orders are present, ranging from              percent ripple in the measured total counts. These problems3700 A to 4765 A. Since the RCA chip used is 321 pixels by                largely disappear if one is able to use a sufficient slit height,516 pixels, each order is about 9 pixels wide perpendicular to            which can be done longward of 5000 A where the interorderthe dispersion, interorder background included. Under these               spacing is adequate.limitations, useful work can only be done with the smallest                   Another effect to wh ich close attention should be paid at allentrance slit available, i.e. 3" x 3". Much thought has gone into         time during data reduction is that of scattered light in thethe MIOAS echelle software which cannot be explained in                   spectrograph. This error source is particularly bothersome indetail here. The positions ofthe orders on the chip are recovered         the UV where its contribution is highest, and due to orderby two finding algorithms: Any specific order is first located            crowding the standard countermeasures provided in MIOASonce in the column running vertically through the middle of the           have the tendancy to either over or underestimate theframe and then defined by a maximun-following algorithm in                background level. This correction affects absorption lineboth directions from this position. Both algorithms use poly-             depths or emission line heights in a direct way. There is nonomial fits, the recommended default degrees are 1 for the                unequivocal recipe on how to proceed best. For example, weformer and 2 for the latter.                                              found that the deep absorption cores of the Ca 11 resonance
                                                                                                                                             21                                                                                               Oue to the extremely high information content of the mate-                                                                                            rial obtained, our contribution at this time can be nothing more : : 1000                                                                                            than an inadequate outline of a few empirical approaches we N~        800                                                                              have taken so far. Because of the vast amount of work                                                                                            possible we are forced to initially emphasize certain ap-                                                                                            proaches and targets. Thus, we are currently performing a                                                                                            case study with the stars Sz06 and Sz68, wh ich are identical in                                                                                            most parameters (spectral type both K2, • 2.3 vs. 2.8, v sini  -  X                                                                                      34 vs. 42 km/s, W). (LiI6707) 0.43 vs. 0.42 A), except for activity     ::l ;;:                                                                                        levels (W).(Ha) -35.2 vs. -4.4 A, and values of RK whose ratio is             o L-JL....l.-..L-l-   .L-.L-.L-l-L-l.-L-JL-J----'-----"---'---L---.L---.L-'    1.9). The star Sz19 of spectral type G2 is an ideal object to            3900                           3940          39 0                        4000                                             Wavelenglh (A)                                 compare the detailed knowledge available for the sun to the TFig. 1: The flux ealibration of the high resolution speetrograms was                        Tauri regime and is also receiving special attention. Far moreaehieved by deereasing their resolution to the one of the (s/multa-                         interpretation is in progress and will be reported later. How-neously obtained) photometrie /OS speetra and a subsequent mult/pl/-                        ever, we would like to comment on a number of interestingeation by the smoothed ratio of both signals. The figure shows (a) 5                        results al ready available.individually ealibrated orders, (b) the merged seetion of the eehelle                          Values of v sini for the target stars can be obtained by eitherspeetrogram (thin line), (e) this seetion after a eonvolution with a                        using Fourier, autocorrelation or direct matching techniquesFWHM = 4.5 A gaussian (dots), and (d) the original 105 speetrogram                          (c.f. Gray 1976). The available sampling step and S/N allows(fat line) of Sz06.                                                                                            the detection of the characteristic zeros in the power spectra                                                                                            down to a lower limit of v sini = 14 km/so Bouvier and Bertout                                                                                            (1985) have already given an outline of one method forlines had negative counts after treatment with MIOAS. This is                               applying these procedures to T Tauri stars. We were able todue to an overestimation of the true background because of                                  actually see the zeros directly by taking power spectra ofthe order crowding. A more detailed study of individual frames                              various segments of the full merged echelle spectra andis likely to be necessary in cases like this. Concerned readers                             averaging these power spectra. The main advantage of themay want to study the treatment of this problem elsewhere                                   averaging is to greatly reduce what is referred to as "beating".(c.f. the literature available on IUE high resolution data reduc-                           (One should also bear in mind that the characteristic zeros aretion).                                                                                      wavelength dependent, since v sini = (.660 x c) -;- (A x 01),   In order to assign flux levels to the individual echelle orders                          where 01 is the frequency of the first zero.) Very consistentwe directly utilized the simultaneously obtained photometric                                results were obtained from the autocorrelation and directlOS spectra. For calibration the resolution of the CASPEC                                   matching determinations.spectrograms had to be decreased to that of the lOS. The                                       Our main interest centers on line ratios and absolute line andvalues of 12,000 and 500/1000 quoted above were obtained                                    continuum fluxes. The approach to study the chromosphericby evaluating the FWHM of the autocorrelation function of a                                 structure is to consider the flux ratio of T Tauri stars relative tocomparison spectrogram. A convolution of the lOS data wlth                                  standard stars after the latter have been convolved with agaussian functions of FWHM of 4.5 A and .14 Agave satisfac-                                 proper rotational function (c.f. Strom 1983). Any chromo-tory results, although the instrumental profile of the lOS IS not a                         spheric activity will then show up as excessive emission,strict gaussian. The flux correction is then the ratio of the                               related to particular lines. Because our material is calibrated,smoothed echelle and unsmoothed lOS spectrogram. This                                       we can determine both general brightening of the UV con-generally weil behaved function was approximated by a spline                                tinuum after dereddening and the enhanced emission inwh ich disregarded high frequency noise in the lOS data. The                                particular lines. The material can also be compared directlyechelle orders were then merged, using a full linear ramp                                   with spatially resolved spectroscopy of solar plages (e. g.length of 14 pixels at the edges and equal weights elsewhere.                                                                                            LaBonte 1985).Fig. 1 gives an example of the procedure, showing (a) 5                                        Of course, both object and standard have to be moved toindividually calibrated orders, (b) the merged section of the                               the same reference wavelength system; namely that of theechelle spectrogram, (c) this section after a convolution with a                            stellar photosphere. Unfortunately, the resulting wavelengthFWHM = 4.5 A gaussian, and (d) the original lOS spectrogram.                                shift also affects the ever-present telluric lines, wh ich alreadyNote how weil individual orders reproduce in the overlapping                                are in the same frame (and there are far more water lines at R =region. The final absolute accuracy of the photometric data is                              12,000 than we ever dreamt o~. Ideally, those lines should beestimated by various cross checks with different flux stan-                                 removed ab indio, but this is rather hard to accomplish. As adards to be on the order of 4-6 % over the whole range, and                                 result, virtual features can appear in the ratio plots. We havewith relative errors within short wavelength intervals even                                 considered whether to present differences or ratios. Thesmaller.                                                                                    difference plots are only meaningful when made between   The RCA chip used for CASPEC shows fairly uniform                                        spectra with continua normalized to the same value. Spectraquantum efficiency and only a very small fringing effect below                              in this form were made for the red frames. In the UV it is4000 A. Under these nearly ideal conditions one can work on                                 increasingly difficult to determine the true continuum, so weframes using all the techniques mentioned above but without                                 present ratios. Comparison between ratio and differenceapplying a flat field division. A quantitative comparison has                               representations of the red data show no qualitative differ-shown that in the UV the final result was little affected by either                                                                                            ences.using a flatfielded or a non-flatfielded frame.                                                The first striking point to be seen in looking at the ratio plots                                                                                            (Fig. 2) is the high degree to which the weak and medium                                                                                            strength photospheric lines divide out. This gives us confi-Chapter IV                                                                                  dence that all the reduction stages have worked relatively weil.                 The White Queen whispered: "And 1'11 tell you a                                                                                            Only the stronger absorption features in the standard star                 seeret -I ean read words of one letter! Isn 't that                        appear to fill up in the T Tauri stars. This phenomenon is easily                 grand? However, don't be diseouraged. You'II                               seen the UV and infrared lines of neutral and ionized calcium,                 eome to it in time."                                                       the Balmer lines, the sodium doublet, and a number of iron
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Fig. 3: A schematic representation of the Eddington-Barbier relation in a spectralline and how an atmospheric perturbation can give rise to anemission feature in the ratio plots of Fig. 2. On the left are LTE source functions for a quiet (10 wer) and active (upper) star, with various fine opticaldepth points marked. The way these translate to the line profile is shown on the right; the active staryields a brighter line core wh ich appears as apositive ratio feature. The situation in a real star has a number of additional compfications.
 lines. It is not caused by too low a zero level in the T Tauri UV                                          Ultimately, our purpose is to apply the full NLTE treatment ofspectra, since there are cases of lines with equal strength in                                           semi-empirical modeling to the data. We have, for example,the standard spectra of which only some appear as emission                                               calibrated line profiles for the Ca I, 11 resonance lines and Ca 11features in the ratio spectra (e. g. 4215 A). The same effect is                                         IR triplet obtained at the same time. A model atmospherealso seen in the red frames for which there is no question about                                         wh ich produces the desired synthetic profiles for these diag-the zero level. The stronger features are even apparent in the                                           nostics can then be tested for consistency with the Balmer, lOS spectra at much lower resolution. It is gratifying to note                                          Na 0, Mg I B, etc. lines. Each line contributes a unique set ofthat the ratio spectra bear a Glose resemblance to solar                                                 constraints to the emerging model. The model should also bechromospheric limb spectra. The lines which show up are                                                  able to explain the ratio spectrum and any UV continuumthose expected to be formed above the deep photosphere in                                                excess. We can hope to separate the near surface andthe stellar atmosphere.                                                                                  circumstellar contributions to the spectrum and understand    The qualitative explanation of this behaviour is straightfor-                                        each with such detailed analysis. In the process, we willward: since the strong absorption lines probe a region further                                           understand the relation of the pre-main sequence activity to itsaway from the stellar surface, this effect is presumably due to a                                        main sequence counterpart, and bring the level of ignorancedifferential increase of the source function at a given optical                                          about T Tauri stars to that for more studied examples of stellardepth. Suppose one were to overlay a plot of the source                                                  activity.function against optical depth (see Fig. 3) for a standard starand a TTauri star (assuming that alliines share the same depthdependent source function, i.e. LTE). Then, for example, theresidual intensity at the core of each line should reflect the                                           Referencesvalue of this source function at approximately unit line center                                          Appenzeller, 1., Jankovics, 1., Krautter, J. 1983, Astron. Astrophys.optical depth in each line. If we suppose the T Tauri star is                                              Suppl. 53, 291.identical to the standard star deep in the photosphere, and                                              Baldwin, J. A., Stone, R.P.S. 1984, M.N.R.A.S. 206,241.that its source function becomes increasingly larger as we                                               Bouvier, J., Bertout, C. 1985, The Messenger 39, 33.move outward above a certain depth, then lines wh ich become                                             Carroll, L. MDCCCL.XXI, Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice                                                                                                            Found There, Macmillan.optically thick below that point will look the same in both stars,                                                                                                         Gray, D.F. 1976, The Observation and Analysis 01 Stellar Photo-while lines formed above that point should have brighter cores                                             spheres, Wiley, Toronto.in the T Tauri star. Thus, the depth of formati0n of lines wh ich                                        LaBonte, B.J. 1985, Astrophys. J., preprint.just begin to show up in the ratio plot is the depth at wh ich the                                       Schwartz, R.D. 1977, Astrophys. J. Suppl. 35, 161.atmosphere of the T Tauri star is significantly perturbed                                                Strom, S.E. 1983, Revista Mex. Astron. Astrof. 7, 201.relative to its main sequence counterpart. The fact that theweak lines are absent in the observed ratio spectra is proofthat if you look deeply enough into a J Tauri star it looks"normal". By studying the excess emission as a function ofdepth, one obtains quantitative measures of the non-radiativeheating structure of the atmosphere. Comparison of ratio plots                                                                                                         List of ESO Publicationsfor different stars gives an immediate useful characterization                                             The lollowing publications are still available:of the activity levels. Of course the real situation is not nearly as                                                                                                         Conlerence on "The Role 01 Schmidt Telescopes in As- DM 16.-simple as outlined above; in the end one must take the                                                                                                         tronomy", Hamburg 21-23 March 1972. Proceedings. Ed.presence of a feature in the ratio plot as a guide that detailed                                         U. Haug. 160 p.physical analysis of that line will be profitable. One must also                                         ESO/SRC/CERN Conlerence on "Research Programmes DM 40.-keep in mind the possible circumstellar contributions espe-                                              for the New Large Telescopes", Geneva, 27 -31 May 1974.cially in the very strong lines.                                                                         Proceedings. Ed. A. Reiz. 398 p. ISBN 3-923524-02-1.
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First IRSPEC Spectra
   Following a successful first test on the 3.6 m telescope it is            the grating under computer contro!. As the test only ended innow expected that IRSPEC will be available for Visiting                      early December it is too early to provide detailed performanceAstronomers in Period 38. This instrument is a cooled grating                figures here. These will be made available via a formal an-infrared spectrometer capable of achieving a maximum re-                     nouncement and/or more extensive article in the Messengersolving power of 2.10 3 with a 6 x 6 arcsecond entrance                      before the April proposal deadline. In the meantime however,aperture. It is currently equipped with a 32 element array                   the two accompanying spectra illustrate the type of spectrumdetector sensitive between 1 Ilm and 5 ~lm, and any desired                  display available on-line at the telescope.spectral region within this range can be covered by stepping                                                               A. MOORWOOO       \J                                                                         I     1. 071                         1. 157                               1.242                               1. 328                       1. 413Fig. 1: 'l)Car/standard star. Wavelength scale is in microns. 'Woise" around 1.1 11m is due to imperfectly cancetled atmospheric absorption.
                                                                                                                                             25                         2.041                                                                                                                                   2.105                                                                                                                                                                                                         2.169                             2.233                         2.297Fig. 2: y2 Velorum/standard star. Wavelength scale is in microns.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                exposure was 10 minutes on a blue-sensitive emulsion. The
Comet Halley Observed at ESO                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    telescope was guided on the moving comet. The stars in the  Gomet Halley was photographed with the ESO 1 metre                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            field are therefore seen as short trails.Schmidt telescope at La Silla on December 9, 1985. The                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Although Gomet Halley is somewhat brighter (magnitude 4         ,          ,                                                                                                                             ,    .                   , ,                                                                                                                                                                              ,"                                                                                                                                                                                     .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          ,                ,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                on December 12) than originally predicted, it has been slow in                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                developing a tail. This negative picture, which has been                                                                                                                           , ,                           "                   ,                                                                                                                            ,,                                                                    somewhat enhanced for clarity, shows two tails pointed                                                                    .' . .                             ,,                                                                                        I               I                                                                                                                                                                                                                         I                        ,.             I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             I
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       "                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                towards East (away from the Sun). The thin, very straight tail                                                                        , ,                                                                         ,                                                                                                                                '                                                                                                                                                         ,           .                                                                        .,,                                                                                                                               (the northernmost) is a typical ion-tail, consisting of charged                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                particles, which are pushed away from the comet by the solar                                                            ,   .                                                                       ,'                                                                                   I,                    ',',                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             ,I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 "                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 /,1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             1/                           I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          ,,1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  I,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           I       I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                wind (charged particles travelling away from the Sun at high                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         , ,, '.                                                                speeds). The other ion tail, wh ich is slightly bent and broader, "                                                   '.           ,                                          I        '; I    I                                                                                                                                                .'                                                                                                                                                ~    f                                                                                                                                                                                     , ,                                                                                                                                                                                                 "                                                     , ,,,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         ,            .                                                         can be followed to a distance of about 2.5 degrees (more than                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                5 million kilometres) from the comet's head. The bend ("kink")          .                                                                                                                                                                                           " ,                                                                                                                                                                                                                             . . ..", . ,                                                                 ",/                     '                                                                                                                                                                                                            ,                                                                      '1,', ,       I                                                                                                                                                   : I,                I       "                                                                                                                                                                                                        ,    I               I                              /'                                                                                                                  is due to a change in the solar wind direction. 80th tails are
                                                                                              " '                                                                                                                                                                         ,                                                                                                                                                                         , ,         .           ,                                                                                                                                                                                                  "                                                                                                                                                                                                    , r                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 I                                                ,I                           I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                enveloped in a very faint cloud of dust particles, also released                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                from the comet.                                                                        "                    .'                .'                                                                                                                                                                                                     I                       "                        I

                                                                                                                                         .., ,." , "
                                                                                                                                                                 ,               "   I       I       I                 ," , ,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            When the picture was taken, Gomet Halley was about 200                                                                         ."                                                                                          I                                                                                                                                                                                         ,                                                                                                                                                                                         ,"
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                million kilometres fram the Sun and 110 million kilometres from                                                                                                                                    ,.                                                                                                                                        , ",/           ,                                     11       I       I            '/,                   I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         'I                                           'I           I "               ",                   I        I                I'           I           :                                           " ,                                                                                                                "                                        I                        'I ' , '                                         /    the Earth. It is moving south in the sky and is becoming more                                                                                                                   "                                                                                                                                                                         I            '1/                                 I
             ',',                                                I"                                                                                             , "                                                                                                  ,            ,                             .'I' "1,,, "                                                                                                                                                I    /1"                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          ,                                                     and more difficult to view fram Europe. In early February, it                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                disappears from view, when it passes behind the Sun. It is                     "        ,                                                                                                     ",' ,"                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     ;,              "                    I               I
                                                                                 I                                                                                     I                                                                                              "                                                                                                  ,                                                                                                               f                                                                                                                   I'                                                                                                "                                                                                                                                                          expected that it can be seen again around February 15.                         , "                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Many of the ESO telescopes will be used for observations of                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          .                                                                                                                                        /       "    I       I                                                                I'·                                                                     I           ,I                                                           I,                   '/'                   I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         , ',        ,', "                                                            I'                           :,"',                                                                                                                                                     " , ,                                                                                                                                                                                                                 "                        I                 /'           l                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     I           I            ,
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          ,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      I
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  I                "                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Gomet Halley during early 1986.                           ,                           , ,                                                                                                           : '                     I           I                                        ,,'                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         ,                        I               I                        11
             "                                              •                                 ,                                                                                                                                                                                                 ','                                  ,                ',/           I           I,          "                                    ,"/1" :, ,  ,,                                      I                                              I,
                                                                                 ,                                                                                                                                                                                                           .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             ,                                I                        ",i
     "          ,                                  , "                                                                    "i ,                                                                                 ,                                                                                                           ,"                  I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  "     "
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 ::',                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     "                                    .,                              ,,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               EI cometa Halley observado                                                                                                                                                                                                                     , ,I", ,  .,                       '/,'                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  I           I"                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     ,       I       ,                                                                             , ,         en la ESO     ,., ,                                ,                                                                                                                                                                                                     I                   •                    I                                                                                                       I                          EI dia 9 de diciembre de 1985 se tom6 una fotografia dei cometa                                               "                                                                                                                             :',             , / "                       "1' I     I                                                                                                          "                I       I       Halley con el telescopio Schmidt de 1 m. La exposici6n fue de 10                                                                                                                                                                             I                       '               I I.  I ,'111                          , , ,'                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               minutos. EI telescopio fue dirigido en direcci6n dei cometa en
,    I                 ,                     /',                          I                                  ,       "
                                               ,                                                   I
                                                       '                                                            ,           I,           ~"                        "                                                                                                                                                                                     I',                         I'                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      , '                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       ,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        I,           I
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     ., .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     ':, I
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         ,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               movimiento, y por 10 tanto las estrellas aparecen como rayas cortas.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Cuando se tom6 la fotografia el cometa Halley se encontraba a una                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               distancia de aproximadamente 200 millones de kil6metros dei sol y a                                                                                                       .                                                        I                , ,;                     I,' I                "            I       I                                                                                                                                                           "          "                       '                                                                                     ,,                                    '.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  110 millones de kil6metros de la tierra. A principios de febrero pasara.' ,                                                                             ,           "                                                                                                  ..                                        , "                                                                                                         ,        .                                                                                                             por detras dei sol y desaparecera de la vista. Se espera que volvera a                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               verse alrededor dei 15 de febrero.Comet Halley photographed with the ESO 1 m Schmidt telescope on                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Se usaran varios telescopios de la ESO para hacer observacionesOecember 9, 1985. Scale of the photograph: 1 degree = - 5 cm.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  dei cometa Halley a principios dei aiio 1986.
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              ••••/                                                              I.·•• ~.~.
The extensions of the ESO Headquarters building in Garching photographed end of November 1985. The rough construction work is nowcompleted and work on the technical installations is in progress. The upper picture shows the new north-east wing wl1ere space for computers,offices and a conference room will become available next spring. The picture below shows the extension ofthe workshop and laboratory area.Estas fotografias que fueron tomadas hacia fines de Noviembre de 1985 muestran las ampliaciones dei edificio principal de la ESO en Garching.La obra gruesa este terminada y ahora esten progresando los trabajos de las instalaciones tecnicas. La fotografia de arriba muestra el alanoroeste donde se instalaren las computadoras, oficinas y una sala de conferencia que es taren a disposici6n a partir de la pr6xima primavera. Lafotografia en la parte inferior muestra la ampliaci6n de los talleres y laboratorios.
                                                                                                                                              27     FRANK MIDDELBURG 1936-1985        La noticia de la desaparicion de Frank Mid-                   tiene todavia rival en el analisis de observacio-     delburg, en el dia 15 de Noviembre de 1985,                      nes de espectroscopia estelar. AI mismo tiem-     conmovio a tode el munda astronomico con                         po, mientras apareclan y desapareclan otros     un sentimiento especial de tristeza. Frank no                    sistemas de procesamiento de imagen, Frank     solo era un experte reconocido en el campo                       mejoro progresivamente el potencial de su     de procesamiento de imagen y un ingeniero                        IHAP. Fue una muestra de su exito el que     de sistemas altamente respetado, tambien                         recibiera tantas solicitudes de institutos e     era un preciado amigo y colega.                                  individuos para resolver sus problemas, a        Nacido en Hong Kong, el 8 de Octubre de                       menudo muy especiales. Una prueba de la     1936, hijo de un embajador, Frank estuvo                         capacidad y habilidad de Frank, asi como de     desde el principio relacionado con un ambien-                    su generosidad, fue el hecho de que, a pesar     te internacional. Poco despues de casarse                        de todo, resolvio virtualmente todos esos     con Anita, ingreso en ESO en 1967 como uno                       problemas.     de los primeros funcionarios europeos en                            Hoy en dia, unos 15 importantes institutos     Chile. La experiencia que gano en La Silla,                      tienen instalado IHAP. Muchos mas sueiian     primero en meteorologia y despues como                           con tenerlo, sueiios impedidos por incompati-     observador, fue de gran valor para su poste-                     bilidades de electronica. Actualmente,la dise-     rior carrera.                                                    minacion de las posibilidades de IHAP se        Cuando los primeros ordenadores llegaron                      acelera a traves de su incorporacion en el     a ESO-Chile, Frank se convirtio en el primer                     sistema MIDAS de ESO.     experte local de software. L1ego a conocer en                       Es dificil sobreestimar la importancia de la     profundidad, rapidamente, no solo los orde-                      contribucion de Frank en la produccion euro-     nadores, sino tambien las tecnicas de proce-                     pea de datos espectrogräficos astronomicos.     sado de imagen, en ese tiempo virtualmente                       Una gran parte de los principales cientificos     desconocidas. Fue como experte en proce-                         han dependido, y aun dependen, de la obra de     sado de imagen que dejo Chile para trabajar                      un solitario diseiiador de software, utilizando     en las oficinas centrales de ESO, primero en                     IHAP para convertir sus observaciones en     Ginebra, luego en Garching.                                      datos interpretables fisicamente.        Desde el principio de los setenta, las tecni-                    Aquellos de nosotros que compartimos el     cas de software, optimizadas para la reduc-                      privilegio de unos profundos lazos de amistad     cion y analisis de objetos celestes, han sido                    con la familia de Frank, tambien compartimos     de importancia crucial en el desarrollo explo-                   un recuerdo comun de la inspiradora atmo-     sivo de la Astrofisica. En todo el mundo,                        sfera tipica de su hogar. Recordaremos siem-     grupos de especialistas han dedicado gran                        pre nuestras discusiones sobre literatura, ar-     cantidad de tiempo y esfuerzo a mejorar estas                    te, musica, politica y otros temas tratados en     tecnicas.                                                        la forma especial de Frank Middelburg. Nues-        Frank 10 hizo tode solo. Con una magnifica                    tra profunda simpatia a Anita, Saskia y Miriam,     comprension de las prioridades, diseno un                        que dieron a nuestro amigo Frank el apoyo en     sistema de software poderoso y versatil con                      sus ultimos y dificiles aiios. Sabiendo 10 poco     especial enfasis en imagenes espectrales.                        que podemos hacer para consolarles en esta      Los resultados de los esfuerzos de Frank                        gran perdida, podemos solo aseguararIes que     fueron realmente impresionantes. Su Progra-                      la memoria de Frank estara para siempre con      ma de Tratamiento de Imagenes (IHAP) no                         nosotros.                          A. ARDEBERG
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